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I provides an overv to the Bank and corporat 
Tax itself, comparison of the differences between state and 
, and an indepth analys of four proposals: (1) 
of net operating ses (2) graduated tax rates 
tax credit, and (4) "subchapter s".) 
was prepared by David R. Doerr, Chief 
Revenue and Taxat co~~ittee. 
1 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF MAJOR ISSUES 
1. Is world-wide combination, as part of the unitary method 
of allocating income, the best way to determine the income 
of multi-national corporations which is subject to taxation 
by california? 
2. If not, what is a better way? How will these alternat 
work? 
3. Should there be differences in the formula for foreign-based 
corporations? Are there constitutional problems with such 
differences? 
4. What are the fiscal ramifications of change? If there is a 
revenue short-fall, to whom should the tax burden be shifted? 
5. What are the economic impacts of any change? What is the 
impact on investment incentives? What is the impact on 



















Total world-wide lncome of Corp- $5,000,000 
















Section 25137 permits variation from the standard allocation 
and apportionment provisions when they do not fairly represent 
the extent of the taxpayer•s business activity in this state. 
Approaches listed include adding factors to or excluding factors 
from the s three-factor apportionment formula and separate 
account However, california courts have held that separate 
accounting cannot be used to determine the income derived from 
cal by a taxpayer from unitary business activity. The 
accounting exception of Section 25137 is applicable 
those parts of an organization's business which are not 
with activities. 
under california law, interst and dividends received from 
subs are treated as follows: 
-California corps.- all allocated to California, however, 
they be excluded if from income which is subject to 
California tax or from insurance company subject to gross 
premiums tax. 
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A. combination" in 
cite the potential of 
transact among subsidiar 
out the country_ 
the most fre-
well at the federal 
without an 
inequities created by 
those in less~ 
contend, gives california 
also stress the 
se situations where 
In situat 
property and w 
over-all company prof 
to start-up costs* 
imately 72% 
ion tax purposes 
and approximately 5~/o 
ional corporations, 
to the estimated 1979-80 bank and 
tax est to be paid by cor-




It is difficult to estimate the impact of any potential 
change in the unitary approach on state revenue. The last 
study made by the Franchise Tax Board was based on unaudited 
1974 income year figures. To develop accurate up-to-date 
estimates would require a major investment of time and money. 
If, as has been reported in the press by some major corpora-
tions, that overseas profits are relatively larger with respect to 
three factors than u.s.A. profits, the revenue loss to the 
State of california from a "water's edge" apportionment could be 
substantial. 




For purposes of 
a taxpayer is 
to a net income 
tax for the 
that state has 
tax regardless of 




printing or other 
rc""'"'"'"" from copyright 
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is utilized in 











property, are in 
(a) The 
(b) 





'""'''"'"'"',... by the taxpayer 
(1) the base of 
from which the 
of operations 
is not in any 
but the individual's 
personal 
other than the 
the f.o.b. point 
warehouse, factory, 
"'"PA~'n is the United 
utA.au''"' in the state of the 
of tangible personal 
in this state; or 
in and outside this 
income-producing activity is 
other based on costs of 
a large steam generating system 
of property which is • other than 
scope of this section. Appeal of The 
computing the receipts factor of the apportionment 
25137 to exclude the rerum of capital element from 





CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE--1979-<lO REGULAR SESSION 
Mori 
February 1979 
REFERRED TO COMMITIEE ON REVENUE AJ\D TAXATION 
An add '""''~"'""'''" 
and Code, relating 
immediately, tax levy. 
to Revenue 
to take effect 
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 
AB 52.5, as amended, Hughes & Tax.). Bank and 
Corporation Tax. Law: unitary business. 
Under -existing Corporation Tax the 
income of a business to taxation is 
income £>/PTH!"Pn 
· and state. 
This bill would 
based on 
sources both within 
determining the income 
or entity, there shall 
apportionment 
factors other bank, corporation or entity, if such 
corP,oration, or other entity is ( 1) created or organized 
the laws of a country, and (2) not owned and 
controlled by a States corporation or residents of the 
United States and more than 8Q.%. 50% of its operations 
outside of the States, its political subdivisions, 
territories, or possessions, or the Commonwealth of Puerto 

























enact as follows: 
a:H'f'H'I'ttf:frB:I:e te; sources 











































~.-v•,•v•,un-" of the market. 
Revenue and 
39 Notwithstanding any other provision of 







or other entity liable 
not be taken into 
frem.; tw fttfributable fa; 
4 sources & politieal 
apportionment tw ase 






































ef tm;' e#rer 'f'fte~fr: 
other bank, 





entity if such other 
under the laws of a foreign 
(2) Is not owned or controlled by a United States 
corporation or residents of the United States; and 
(3) Has more 89 50 percent the average of its 
property, payroll, and sales ·factors during the income 
yetH" attributable loeatiofl:s ef the United 8tates, 
its political subdivisions, ~ tw possessions, & the 
Gommomr;ealth ef Puerto Hie&. year as determined by 
the financial statements prepared by such entity in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles, including the of company consolidation, 
of its of origin and converted to United States 
dollars as day income year, attributable 
to locations the United States. 
(b) For this section, the activities 
conducted from the United States by 
any bank, or other entity meeting the 










(1), (2), and (3) 
laws of the 
business entirely 
be conducted by a 
entity which does 
as provided for in 
corporation, or other 
tax measured by the income 
as determined by formula 
books and records. 
bank, corporation, or other 
forth under paragraphs 
and which under the 
maintains assets of its California 


























l e-H=ter er acting together, ewft er control {directly er 
2 indirectly) a corporation,#~ ee treated as ovtned er 
3 eontrolled by a l'nHed b~ates corporation er residents ef 
4 -the United~ if a majority ef -the voting powe:r ef ~ 
5 control group is froM by United States corporations er 
6 residents ef -the United States. 
7 -f2it Fei'" -the purposes ef #ti-s section, voting sreelt er 
. 8 similar eontrei ~ ee attributed te a ~ ef the 
. 9 United States er te a United States corporation if a 
10 shareholder wfie ffi a fCsident er a ~ which has 
11 tts commercial dornicile ffi -the United States ewHS er 
12 controls another ~ corporation, er similar entity, 
13 wherever located, er if sttefl. baR~ corporation, er similar 
14 ~ntity is a member ef -the SftHtC group comprised ef eHe 
15 er ffi:6ffl corporate connected through steelt 
16 0\Vnership w#h a common owner, which ffia;' ee either 
17 corporate er noncorporatc, ffi -the follovting manner: 
18 -fAt ~ than &9 percent ef the voting ~ ef eticlr 
19 member ether than -the common O'Nner is owned directly 
20 by OHe er ffie:fe ef -the e-H=ter members; tffitl 
21 -fBt Mere than eg percent ef -the 'voting ~ ef tH: least 
22 efte ef Hre members e-H=ter than -the common owner is 
23 owned directly by -the common ovtner. 
24 (e) .For purposes of this section, direc~ or indirect 
25 ownership or control of more than 50 percent of the 
26 voting stock shall constitute ownership o.r control. 
27 (f) The following definitions shall apply for the 
28 purposes of this section: 
29 (1) The term "organization" means a bank, 
30 corporation, er ~ entity er ~ efhet: bank, 
31 corporation, er etfi.ef. entity whteft is owned er controlled 
32 by # if sttefl. O'Nned er controlled ~ corporation, er 
33 efhet: entity meets the eonditio:ns ef th:ts section. or other 
34 enb'ty. 
35 · (2) The term "residents of the United States" means 
36 residents of the United States, its territories, or 
37 possessions, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. 
38 (3) The term "United States corporation" means a 
39 bank, corporation, or other entity organized under the 





1 the invalid provision o;: application} and to this end the 




"THE UNITARY METHOD" 
MATERIAL FURNISHED TO THE 









SIGNIFICANCE OF THE UNITl\RY METHOD 
The Bank and Corporation Tax Law of Cali resul 
the collection of approximately $2.4 billion in fiscal 1978/79. 
In 1977, the department prepared a study reflecting the 
incidence of the corporate franchise and income tax burden. 
Only 15. 6% of corporations filing vli th California had income 
from sources both within and without state but such corporations 
reported 72.1% of the income attributed to California sources. 
These are the corporations to \•7hich the unitary method applies. 
Of t.he apportioning corporations, 35.3% w·ere multinationa.l 
nature and reported approximately 1/2 of the total income 
reported to California under the corporate franchise and income 
tax. (Exhibit 1) These are the corporations rr.ost directly 
interested in the various limitations on the unitary concept 
\vh.ich are being suggested. 
20 
II 
"California and the Unitary Method" 
Slide Show 
states and the District of Columbia impose either 
tax, a corporate privilege tax measured by 
or a double tax structure which combines both of 
tax structure states, one of the taxing provi-
igned to tax exclusively interstate business. 
s one of the 11 states, plus the District of 
utilizes a double tax structure. 
ifornia Bank and Corporation Tax Law imposes a 
chapters of the Bank and Corporation Tax Law: 
franchise tax and Chapter 3, the corporate income 
tax became effective in 1929 and is imposed on 
which are doing business in California. Section 
states that "doing business" means actively engag-
transaction for the purpose of financial or pecuniary 
corporation which maintains a stock of goods in the 
deliveries in this state pursuant to orders 
in this state is "doing business. • " 
of taxation under California law is the 
tax. This law was enacted in 1937 and imposes 
corporations which, while not doing an 
in California, derive income from sources 
income tax was enacted to complement the franchise 
income from interstate commerce. Prior to the 
corporate income tax, foreign corporations 
ty in California was the transaction of inter-
were not subject to a tax burden comparable to 
tax imposed on domestic corporations and foreign 
business in California. 
272 was enacted by Congress in 1959 in an attempt 
tate taxation of corporations engaged exclusively in 
commerce. Prior to the enactment of Public Law 86-272, 
Court ruled in the case of Northwestern 
v. Minnesota and Y.Jilliams v:-stockham 
that individual states had broad 
on net income derived from 
ic Law 86-272 exempts from tax, under limited 
income derived by foreign state corporations 




However, as you 
in most instances 





















the state no 
tate flow 
The theory behind the 
is, the formula is to 
various elements of 
tion of the business income 
sources within a state to 
Although there is some 
tors or components, 
formula the so-called Mas 
modifications. The formula 
and the sales tor. 
sion of Income for Tax 
as basic apportionment 
The Three Factor 
Act Formula, which was adopted by 
following items: 
1. Owned and rented 
used in the trade or business. 
2. Wages, salaries, 
employees who are per 
tion in its regular 
3. Gross sales, net of return, 
business 
As we have explained 
rived from sources wi 
tv-ro c ses: business 
Bus s 
formula 
a particular state 
Bank Corporation Tax 










Bank and Corporation Tax Law Section 25120 ), Uni 




ness income as follows: "Nonbus means all income 
other than business income." 
In addi 
the law, 
the conduct of trade 
bus ss income, unless 
income. 
26 
Accordingly, the critical element in determining whether income 
income" or "nonbusiness income" is the identifica-
the transactions and activity which are the elements 
a particular trade or business. 
In general, all transactions and activities of the taxpayer 
are dependent upon or contribute to the operations of the 
's economic enterprise as a whole constitute the tax-
s trade or business and will be transactions and activity 
ing in the regular course of, and will constitute integral 




As we have shown in the slide presentation, Cali assesses 
a tax on corporations which do business or have income from 
sources both within and without California solely on the 
of their income from California sources. 
In making the determination as to portion of a corporation's 
income is derived from California sources, Cali:'ornia uses 't'lhat 
is usually called the unitary method. There are t-v1o e 
to the unitary method. The first involves the use of formula 
apportionment and the second the use of combined Most 
other states use the same approach, tly restrict the 
application of the concept to single corporations. 
Formula apportionment is used of the states (45 
\'lhich assert an incorne tax or a by income. 
California law, as originally drafted in 1929, provided 
taxing authority could make an apportionment on the basis any 
) 
of the following factors: sales, 
payroll, tangible property or 
the majority of the states cone 
ases, s manufacture, 
factors. Over a period of time, 
that 
sales were generally the most appropriate 
as the Massachusetts formula. 
, 1 
s is knmvn 
In 1957, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State 
Laws approved the Uniform Division of Incorne for Tax Purposes Act 




\I'Jas adopted California in 1966 effective for all income 
beginning December 31, 1966. The UDITPA has been 
by approximately 26 states and its provis are closely 
most other states. {Exhibit 2) There are several 
have adopted variations from the standard three-factor 
providing the sales factor carries a greater 
the apportionment formula or by utilizing a two-factor 
factor formula. comb1ned report concept, the 
corporate elements of a bus1ness are required to 
a single report which cunmlates the results of their 
act1vities Californ1a stores v. McColgan ; 2 1 
the appropriate portions of profit or loss to the 
corporate elements and geogra.phic areas on the basis 
tile apportionment formula. 
states vary greatly the to -,;.;rhich they util1ze the 
concept.Some use it not at all, use it 
to ze revenue, some use it most of the time, and 
uses it at all times. The a.nd use of the 
report is growing. There are 21 states \<>7i th 
precedent authorizing or requiring coinbined reportincr and 
are several other wn1ch require it even thou~h the 
been ruled by their courts. (Exhibit 3) It is 
t's equitable tax administration requires 
combined report t for taxpayers. Furthermore, 
a Supreme Court ated the use of the combined 
Based on these decis1ons, neither the Franchise Tax Board nor its 
s ff can either require or allow a taxpayer to f11e anything other 
29 
• 
than a combined report and us~ formu~a apportionment if a un 
business 1.s involved. 
An important element of the unitary method stinction 
between business and nonbusiness income. Business income means 
income arising from the regular course of taxpayer's 
or business. This income is subject a 
Nonbusiness income is all other income specifically assigned 
or allocated to jurisdictions. r1any people argue that a corpora-
tion cannot have nonbusiness income~4 They state that all of a 
corporation's activities are directed to the earning of income 
and all income earned should be business income. Perhaps 
than calling such income nonbusiness income, it should more 
properly be referred to as "investment income" or "unrelated 
income." In any event, the California courts and Sta"'ce 
of Equalization in several areas have precise 1 
what constitutes business and nonbus s income.. For 
a subsidiary and a parent corporation are engaged in a 
business. The income of the subsidiary is included in combined 
report of the parent and is business income. Dividends paid by the 
subsidiary or gain or loss on the sale of the subsidi 's stock is 
nonbusiness income.:_/5 These decisions of the courts 
were ratified by the Legislature in adopting UDITPA 




of the UDITP.A realized that the st.andard three-factor 
not ahvays reach the proper result. Deviations 
three-factor formula are permitted upon petition 
or when required by the Franchise Tax Board when 
lished that the standard provisions of the act "do not 
the extent of the taxpayer's business activity 
.y7 
State Board of Equalization has considered a nurnber 
in which either the taxpayer or the department has 
B from the standard formula./ The State Board of 
held that variances are only to be allowed in 
the law prior to enactment of the UDITPA, 
had developed a number of spec 1 apportionment 
ialized industries. When the UDITPA was enacted, 
determined that in almost all instances the cir-
warranted special industry treatment under earl 
special treatment under the UDITPA. The depart-
announced that the special industry formulae would 
with certain modifications to conform to the UDI'J'PA, 
formulae could be devised. (Exhibit 4} 
31 
• 
Formulae for special industries are general developed in con-
sultation with various members of the affected indus 
representatives from both the tax bar and f 
state adopts a neutral position in developing such formu s e, 
in almost every instance, both in-state and out-of-state taxpayers 
will be affected. In addition, of California's 
position in the development of the unitary , 
and practices adopted by California are frequently followed by 
other states. One of the purposes of the UDITPA is to promote 
uniformity among all the states and the adoption of identical 
special industry rules furthers this purpose and assures taxpayer 
compliance. 
To date, special formulae (Exhibit 5) have been adopted 
following industries: 
1. Banks and Financials 
2. Construction Contractors 
3. Notion Picture and Television Producers and Networks 
4. Franchisors 
5. Air Transport 
6. Commcercial Fishing 
Currently, nearing completion in conjunction with the tate 
Tax Commission is a formula for railroads. (Exhibit 6) Work is 
progressing for formulae for other industries. 
32 
ss for developing special formulae, it has 
department to issue the for~ulae 
they are loped in concert with affected 
ars' wi the formulae as a 
can identified and corrected. The guidelines 
be adopted as formal regulations. 
s 25137 has importance is in the 
or special business relationships. 
se type situations are the use of partnerships 
installment sale treatment. 
are required partnerships because of their 
In many respects, a 
treated as a separate iness entity with its ovm 
0 
and elections but in other respects is ignored 
'tvhatever 
individual partners. 
25 7 to set 
s it on are 
A regulation has been 
rules for handling 
unique problems for the application 
there will be s ficant 
of the taxpayer for 
year in which the income is reported. 
1, a taxpayer sells off all of its business 
lorado. At the of the sale, the taxpayer's 
30% 
tage was 50%. No income is reported 
t sale e ion. In years 2 and 3, 
70% of its Gn , respective 
33 
• 
California apportionment percentage is 90% A 
much greater portion of the taxpayer's is as 
California source than tvould have been reported if no 
sale election was made. The Board ruled in a similar situation 
that the apportionment percentage of sale 1) 
should be utilized to apportion i on 
reportable in years 2 and 3. The issued a 
indicating it will follot>~ the Board's determination 
cases. (Exhibit 7) 
A third example of special circumstances requiring detailed ru 
with deviations from federally ssible accounting 
procedures involves foreign operations. 
operations. (Exhibit 8) The necessity for such 
the use of specific accoun methods has sen 
floating currencies. Several 
financial reporting purposes are unitary theory. 
&:.other example of v7here Section 25137 has lied deviate 
from the standard rules of UDITPA was considered by Board of 
Equalization in the Co. 
1 
where the Board held that gross receipts from the trading and 
management of the taxpayer's te~rorarily idle working capital 
should be excluded from the receipts factor because it carried a 
greater weight in the formula than was wa 
34 
The ho was 
t the Paci fie 'i'c & Tel Co., but is of or 
to zations 1n ~-7hich the pnrent is clorr1iciled tn 
ia. 
area ion the rel 
25137 is with to individual 
s IS favor of the tion 
most excep-
tances. The UDITPA was to te formity 
states' treatment on the tions 
two respects. 
t in fferent treatment 
tual si 
states t no two 
are to 
same 1 or, even more likely, a 
only states a tax 
a on 
se Tax Regu 
25137(g) t cases deemed appro-
, it. a on 
i s , shall hear 
t 9) 
of or discussed 
In most cases, no a has it did 
no vl t.o hear the reason 9 
pe i the f s ilure to supplement 
35 
• 
original petition or provide sted in a 
determination by the Board thu.t the materiu.l d not 
establish even a prima facie case that standard formula 
did not properly reflect the petitioner's activities \'li thin 
state. (Exhibit 10) The Board has granted hearings on 3 
It has ruled in favor of the ta:<:payer in one tance. In 
second case, the Board overruled the staff 1 s determination that 
the pet.i tioner and various subsidiaries \'lere enc:raged a un 
business and therefore found it unnecessary to rule in 
taxpayer's petition under Section 25137. The third petition is 
still pending hearing. 
36 
Multistate 'l'ax Commission 
into Hult tate 'l'ax Compact in 1974. 
and its body, the Hultistate Tax 
, currently have 19 regular members and 12 associate 
The Multistate Tax Commission conducts 
for in both income tax and sales and 
areas. The Commission so works with the member states 
uniform rules and regulations for the taxation of 
jurisdictional taxpayers. 
of 1978, the United States Supreme Court sustained 
13 the Compact~ The Commission through its audit 
pursuing audits of many major corporations. A nuwber of 
s are continuing to resist the legitimate audit 




In an audit of any large multistnte or 
\'le c.re concerned Hi th b1o basic i terns, taxable income and 
the apportionment ratio. We seldom get involved 
expense audit. The detailed audit of income and 
left to the Internal Revenue Service u. s. vle are 
never advised of audit adjustments of foreian country 
In our audits, we generally limit our examination to 
ment factors and to the unusual items such as 
variations from federal allowances, income 
for federal purposes, and simi items 
may be different from federal. For foreign 
"'ill revim., their book income as it 
or in financial statements the 
that may 
ch state 
if the book income treatment meets s income tax 
any items which do not, tve ask the to 
For 
us 
the necessary data to enable a computation under appropriate 
tax rules. The taxpayer may, if it a 
of the corrected data. We, therefore, are se in of 
the detail books and records of the or its iliate 
companies. 
For totally U. S. operation corrp , or those to 
U. S. federal tax returns, the income bas comes from the l 
tax returns. If the parent ;my is hec::(1quartered in tJ.. s. 
and ha::> foreign country subs.idi;· r s, H0 o!Jt.:tin the necessa.ry 






for our s 
this on a U. s. 
book 
anc statements of the foreign 
or from SEC reports. 
in a foreign 
financial reports to 
N"e will then attempt 
tax base by removing the u. S. 
it U. S. federal taxable 







to hnve avail records 
are merely 
by 
the recognition to reduce taxable 
much book incoDe as 
e;:penses are i rather than 
39 
the balance sheet and can 
r cooperation. 
'l'he property and revenue factors many are based on 
amounts shown in the financi s 
to stockholders. vie will adjust to reflect 
valuations in the financial statements that are not 
with generally accepted accounting ~rinciples. For 
replacement cost accounting for assets used to ct asset 
valuations in the balance sheet will revised to cost 
basis for property factor purposes. Revisions of this nature 
can be worked out Wlthout dlfficulty and w1tn a minimttm 
inconvenience and 0ffort with taxpayer cooperation. 
Since the numerators in any combination come records mainta 
in the U.s., the auditor will use the records of 
California taxpayers to verify these The auditor l 
make an effort to determine these numerators on the same is 
that the denominators have developed. 
The payroll factor presents a some\·That more difficult factor 
construct. Where all operations are Nithin the U.s., the U.s. 
and California payroll reports are a good source of the payroll 
detail. Where there are foreign country operations, payrolls 
in the foreign countries are dependent on the taxp 's 
to obtain the data. ~Je insist that the U. s. and foreign payroll 
be on a consistent basis, i.e. , tax base income to the employee. 
In auditing for unity, we look to the activities of the s 
and the function they perform i.:1 relation to their parent particularly 
in California. We try to determine if there is a contribution or 
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dependency relationship the related corporate entities. 
This usually supported subsidi 's records through the 
sence sales, purchases, specific 
ces, etc. 
We corporate personnel structure for cowmen officers 
and/or common directors. We also review for the presence of 
1 ,.;ho been trans from the 
rel.ated information is obtained generally through 
specific inquiries directed to the taxpayer being examined. 












ss entities being examined. 
asking for specific data to 
in the written matter reviewed. 
for 'ltlOrldi.lide 
In tances, the u. s. 
l vvi all the activities of 
11 submit stions through 
to a.nswer. Cooperation of 
to resolve problems. 
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VII 
Comparison of the Unitary Method with the Federal System 
In discussing the merits or defic the ry I 
comparison must inevitably be made to the federal system. Such 
a comparison is only natural because of aeneral fc:uniliari ty 
with the federal system, but it should only be made 
an understanding of the underlying theories each tern. 
The federal system is based upon a residency concept 
Its premises are similar to those involved in California's 
Income Tax La·.r~. 'l'he primary thrust of the fede system is 
tax all the income of a person or corporation which is res 
in the state. A decidedly secondary objective is to tax all the 
income of nonresidents which is derived from sources within 
state. 
With respect to resident individuals or corporations, 
is often given to the fact t other j to 
tax income from sources within their boundaries by al 
credits for such taxes or by excluding such income from iw~ediate 
14 
taxation until it is repatriated./ These equitable rel f 
sions are of even less concern to tax administrators than the 
taxation of nonresidents. Consequently, under a resident tax 
system, there is only limited concern with determination of 
the geographic source of income. 
The states, on the other hand, utilize a source system of taxation 
in dealing with corporations. The fundar1ental requirement of any 
syst.em utilized by the states is that it provides a relatively easy, 
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reasonably accurate means determining the 
tates must ze a source tem se are pro-
of nonres their borders./
15 
to contrast to individua 
tates are which 
sta·tes and I most cases, are nonres 
t, corporations which the the tax burden 
most frequently the ones business activities in the most 
out states t 
this problem attempting to fairly assess property 
16 
respect to tate ./ As taxes 
as a source of revenue 
so success 














ze some type of to 
sources their 
a report or 
corrlffierce and growth 
a growing concern 
source at the 
sen because of significance 
• 
of tax credits and the utilization of 
the part of multinational bus 
st~atcs taxation. 
gn jurisdictions on 
from United 
The method adopted by the federal government for the determination 
of the geographic source of income is the so-cal 
or Section 482 method. Under this 
particular source is determined by 
, the 
which take place between the geographic areas and 
"arm's-
trans 
what a fair price for the goods, commodities or services 
a 
lved 
should be. This approach is subject to numerous defects which 
have been recognized by both business and tax commentators. 
defects are the result of the dubious assumptions upon which 
arm's length standard is based. These assumptions include, 
are not limited to, the following: 
1. All transactions both and a the transaction 
being reviewed are at arm's- th. 
2. A fair free market price can be es lished. 
3. General overhead and administrative expenses can be fairly 
allocated. 
4. Market price is unchanged regardless of production levels. 
5. The transaction is uninfluenced by external considerations 
such us tax incentives and government regulation. 
6. That it is possible to determine the proper amount of 
profit allocable to different func 
and selling. 
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government now re iz the shortcomings of the 
approach. of ·the 'J'ax Reduction 
75, a Force on Fore Source Income of the House 
l1eans reported, " approach (arm's-length 
1 and would virtually impossible to administer at 
level • 12) The Conference Board on Tax 
in the ication of 482 found that the single 
method for computing adjustment 'ltras a so-called "other" 
which is surprisingly similar to the unitary method~18 
Carter, in his Tax Refonn Program 1978, proposed that 
of the taxation of so-c led 11 ign source" income 
eliminated because of ·the difficulties in attempting to 
Section 482 with the resultant v-1holesale tax avoidance 
by bus ss (Exhibit 13). 
At Means Committee Chainnan 
the Office is proceeding 
s of state coruorate income taxation. The study is 
ral approaches to the taxation of the 
multinational issues \vere 
Chairman, whether state apportiom:1ent 
are rational in economic theor:r are equitable, 
or a.re an adrninis burden, the sibility of all states usinq 
sane methods, the effect on the states of being 
to use the arm's- multinational 
, -vrhe the Intern Revenue' Service ::i.s hnving 
di s in 482 of the Internal Revenue 
p arr:'' s- ~ethod, and, if so 
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• 
whether the cause is poor Management, a ion, or 
both. Its conclusions may elude 
legislation. Its recommendations a s f ant 
on Congressional action. 
The department along with a r other s s has 
a questionnaire from the General Accounting 
Further discussions with the General Accountino Office are cted 
and the department will to supply additional input. 
The General Accounting fice's currents 
completion of its study in mid-1980. If the 
mety the Ninety-sixth Congress 11 still 
the General Accounting Office could 
impact on the future of 5.983 or 5.1688. See 
"Federal I,egislation" infra. 
In April of 1976, a note 
(Exhibit 15) \Alhich compared arm's-1 
unitary method. The note concluded by s 
The use of the arm's lenqth s 
of the current section 482 
has been accompan by 
most clearly ced 







courts on ad hoc fourth method s, 
based not on the theory of the regulation, 
but on the unitary entity theory. 
That the unitary rnethoct snould are f2vorably wJ.th the arm's-
length standard J.n making source: deteri"'inations is not surprising. 
Tne arm's-length standard is ~product of ? res1dency tax syste~ 
and a bygone era wnen businesses, at least for federal purposes, 
restricted their activities to neat, liMited geographic areas. 
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, 
tinational businesses have proliferated,the defects of the 
arm's-length standard have become more apparent. The unitary 
on the other hand, was developed specifically as an attempt 
t.o determine the geographic source of income. Its uniform use 
the states, acceptance by the courts and recognition by both 
lative bodies and commentators as the only viable system 
the states to use have validated the concept. Furthermore, 
proliferation of multinational business has demonstrated its 




A short synopsis of recent s ficant court ions 
~mpact upon the unitary concept is (Exhibit 1 o) 
are u. s. Supreme Court decisions. The are state 
court decisions, one of which has been to and 
by the Supreme Court • 
The f~rst of the decisions in u. s. et al. v. 
----------------~~-------~--------
l1td tis tate Tax Cormnissl.on;19 
Tl'le basl.c issue was whether or not the clause of the 
Federal Constitution (Art. I, § 10, cl. 3} was Vl.olated 
Mult~state Tax Compact, wh~ch had not Congress 
approval. 
'!'he po-v;ers of the Commission, such as to 
perform audits on , and to seek compulsory aide 
its auditl.ng power in the courts any the 
audit procedure was also tioned. 
The court held tne Compact was vall.d because tne pact.ctict not 
purport to authorize tne s to exerc1.se any pmvers 
they could not nave exerc1.sect 1.n the compact's absence. 
Also, there was no aeleqat~on of power to the CoMM~Ssl.on. 
The next state apportionment issue cons1dcred by the U. s. 
20 
Court a.rose l.n Moorman Nanufactu!'l.ng _5;-o ._ v. !3air ._; The issue was 
constitutionality of Iowa's st0tutory sinnle-factor sales formula 
for apportioning an interstate business's inco~e For Iowa income 
tax purposes. 48 
, 
s a on constitutional 
44 of the 45 other states 
corporate income taxes use a three-factor formula 
property, , and sales. 
court apportionment, the 
s reference to Court decision which 
that income apport by formula might be impeached 
accounting t · t This dictum causes some uncer a1n y. 
to the court's reason in Bros. v. 
21 
st s u. s. Court decision involved 
It is of Los s. 22 
is of concern different standards 
in commerce than are required for 
tate conunerce. 
the commerc clnuse {Art. 1, §8, cl. 3) of 
Cons The lation was said to occur 
49 
because the tax resulted in the 
ties of international commerce 




The decision is not considered as applying to Cali 
d 
tax measured by income since the apportionment formula is 
used to determine income derived from California sources. 
The decision, however, causes some concern, at 
extent of the "one voice" standard 
may soon be provided by the 
appeal granted May 15, 1979. 
In the Mobil case, Vermont included 
dividends from foreign (outs 
and from domestic and nonsubs 
court held that since 
clarified. 
Mob 
tax is not 
burdensome, the mere possibil t 
insufficient to void the tax on Commerce 







On appeal to the Supreme Court, 
Process or Commerce Clause are vio when dividend come 
of a corporation organized and commercially domicil in another 
state is apportioned when such dividends are 
foreign source earnings of the payor corporations, and the 
only connection between the reci state and the taxing state 
is the sale of products in that state. 
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3 
of this appeal ter the recent 
be significant. The court may l have accepted the 
property taxes. 'l'he court • s decision could have 
impact, particularly if the court concludes dividends 
cannot be considered in determining 
income. 
of foreign subsidiaries the Mobil decis~on, 
in the apportionab income. Recently, Hontana 
along wi otner issues, or not six 
aff iates were uni One of the iates, 
mines Northern Peru, sold its production to 
corporation operated basically the same business 
in 
the the subs 
on test 
test was met, and that 
ly controlled 
central ces, and 
were significant. 
unity, contribution/dependency, 
same rules should be 
s as are ap9lied to 
wholly branches or businesses located in 




The taxpayer, a multistate, multinational corporation, challenged 
the inclusion in business income, which was subject to formula 
ionrnent, of various i terns of , in rest, 
rents, royalties, and certain capital The taxpayer argued 
that these items should be considered nonbus s income and 
The Idaho statute defined business income to include income from 
• tangible and intangible property if its acquisition, man 
or disposition constituted integral and necessary parts of the 
trade or business. The Idaho statute provided that gains or 
losses and dividends and interest were presumed to be business 
income, with such presumption rebuttable only by clear and 
convincing evidence to the contrary. 
From the facts presented, the court that most of 
income was business income. It was generated by " or 
necessary" parts of the taxpayer's business, incluaing: rest 
from customer notes related to the taxpayer's mining operations: 
rental income from property used in mining operntions; royalty 
payments from assets developed course of the regular min 
s and gains from the s of fixed assets used 
iness activities. 
This case will probably be considered by the Supreme Court 
at the same time it considers Mobil decision. The business-
nonbusiness income analysis is rrore specifically drawn in 
this Idaho case. 
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The last three cases included so-called foreign income in the 
base. In ASARCO, income and factors 
were included in amount of income properly 
to Montana. The appeal to the U.S. Supreme 
Court 't-Jas dismissed. The r1ontana treatment of a unitary 
aff iate's income and factors was the same as is the California 
In Mobil, only the dividends paid were included in 
apportionable base. In this case, no factors are taken 
into account. 
At this time, it cannot be determined 'tvhether the Hobil appeal 
was accepted because of the method used for apportioning income 
or because a different standard may be applied with respect to 
foreign source income. The Mobil decision could have a 
s ficant impact as to 
taken into account 
un and factors which 
determining the amount of income 
from Cali sources. 
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IX 
re are a number of cases in the i courts and, 
one instance a federal court, to the Franch 'l'ax Board 
is a party,involvi~g application of the concept. 
The total number of cases is too great to provide a su~~ary of 
facts and issues involved in each of them and many of theM have 
not progressed beyond the simple 1 of a complaint and ans\ver. 
There are several cases wh1ch should, however, be commented upon 
in t.his presentation. 
1. l'lorldwide Combination - United States Parent 
Anaconda v. FTB •. SF J696-859 
The trial judge rendered an opin in of the 
on the question of whether or not certain Latin American 
subsidiaries were unitary th the taxpayer's United States 
operations. The trial j 's determination was factual 
nature. An appeal has j Is 
deterr,1ina ·tion. 
tion of v. FTB 
The trial judge rendered an ion depart-
ment. 'l'he judge determined Latin American and European 
subsidiaries were unitary with the United States' 
spite of the absence of a significant product flow. The 
judge ruled that the taxpayer's offer of proof that the 
foreign subsidiaries enjoyed greater profitability on a 
separate account basis r1 not establish the unreasonable-




were no constitutional bars to foreign cowbination and 
specifically held the United 
licab 
C' ._, 
Firestone Tire & Rubber Companz v. FTB 
LA #C-31243 
Court's decision 
An appeal expected. 
A trial has been held trial briefs submitted. The 
taxpayer is contesting the department's determination 
that its foreign subsidiaries are part of its unitary 
business. Taxpayer has also asserted that there is a 
constitutional bar to the inclusion of foreign subsidi-
aries in a unitary computation and that the formula 
tors do not reach a re t of 
ities between domestic and foreign payroll and 
property values. 
Horldwide Combination - Fore Parent 
v. FTB - SF #750-207 
ment that a unitary business involved and is arguing that 
a unitary computation may not constitutionally include 
tors and results of the The taxpayer 
11 obvious as t for its 
position. 
Capitol Industries - EMI v. Bennett, et al. 
USDC Northern District California - C-792145CBR 
Injunctive relief is be song to prohibit the Franchise 




and its foreign 
to include a 
subsidiaries in a 
corporation 
rcpot·t based 
upon Line Ltd. The de t.ment has for d 
missal since the taxpayer has not its 
administrative remedies and the applicability of 
Supreme Court's decision in 
~efore the courts. The feder j 
views the state's position on both the merits and 
procedurall~ as to the dismissal, with 
se 
3. Treatment of dividends and gain or loss on the 
Times-Mirror v. FTB, LA #C-172373 
of stock 
The taxpayer acquired the stock an ting bus s 
which was complimentary to and almost 
integrated into its unitary bus 
required to divest 
the result of an 
lf of 
t action. 
disposition of the stock. 
department's position that such 
allocable to California. It 
s. was 
subsidiary as 




decision that dividend income would rece same 
treatment. An appeal has f by the taxpayer. 
4. Discrimination with respect to commerce 
Zee Toys, Inc. v. 6 t 18) 
The California Appellate Court invalidated a state statute 
\vhich exempted certain products shipped in foreign commerce 
from property taxation. The court held that the statute 
unconstitutionally d inc1 Led in favor of foreign 
comn:erce vis-a--vis inters 1 tt• corru<lerce. The court's 
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might efforts by the Lenislature 
to place limitations on of the unitary 
based of the operations. 
A titian for a writ of certorari has been filed with the 




A. Worldwide Combination 
The question of whether the uni should 
to the non-United States 
recently attracted some attention. are two to 
this stion. First, should the ted States elements 
of any business, regardless of its pr 
tion, be excluded from a report? 
should the non-United States operation a 
iness be included a 
In light of the history 
cept, it is surprising that 
st 
ing unitary concept 
to a United Kingdom-based 
New York. In Bass, Ratcl 
1 (Exhibit 19) 
s 
States 
ld even though the unitary me 
York while, for 
signi s its 













unit~ry concept was in the affirmative by the United 
States Supreme Court in 1924 yet 55 years later opponents the 
unitary method 'lrlOUld have thtc~ wor believe a brand ne\v 
issue has arisen. 
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Ca 1 the on a '"orldwide basis 
for anurnber of In v. State 
ions \vas the income year 1931. 
State cases in which the inclusion of 
foreign over inco~e years as early as 
1944 tions is not a new or 
Keesling, now with Los Angeles firm 
of Loeb & as of unitary 




unani t members 
1977. (Exh1bit 21 
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George Rudolph, a professor law at the 
It seems clear, s tly as a 
tion, that foreign source income is 
from any other income it comes 
formulary apportionment, 
of the income of a 
particular state. This 
tion of foreign source 
apportionment -- in 
-- involve the taxation 
states. In both s 







for comput:ing the ~n-state income taxable 
particular state~ 0 
by 
Brian Aungiers, of Peat, , 1-1~ tc11ell & Co.'s 0 
states "California's formulary to measuring the Cal 
income of a 'unitary' business subs 
jus fication and may represent r.tlave of the 
taxation incone of mul en ses :Eferent 
countries.u (Exhibit 22) 
In a study prepared the Insti 
it is stated "ultimately, only s to the 
problem of allocating income with the onal may 
international use of formulas b on al sa , ass 



















to unscramble the omelet in 
manner. Given the nature 
corporation, I believe that the 
approach, if adopted on an 
go far to ensuring that 
overlaps in the division of 
the application of an 
acceptable on 
of the worldwide use of the unitary method argue that 
excessive on taxpayers and 
i ts because of a 
tors including dif rates, property 
return on investment and economic environments. 
cost es i that they 
on a Cos e any 
11 neces if no tax audit is 
are correct t the 
ater cost 
terna te, so-called 
But t.hi s true e rnul·ti-
not t 11 arm 1 s- th" it, a a 
t to arm's-length 11 will re-
of manufacture 
of a t 'Vl c lo:;e scru t of all d s 
e as to the al of co:~; t:s cl c~ nation of profit 
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margins. Such audi t.s could not be:> by st.ates 
becaw.>e they are beyond the current administra ili es. 
They are not conducted at level either, to any s 
capabilities and the difficult subjective judgments are 
involved. The alternative to the unitary , which the 
multinationals endorse, is the t 
practiced under the guise of the arm's-length s 
Necessarily, compliance costs must s 
As has been described previously, there are tvm to a 
unitary audit, one - the determination of uni bus s, 
32 
and tvvo - development of income and tors~ In most:: cases, the 
determination of the unitary business is s e. 
By the same token, the development of the and tors 
is not difficult because four of numbers te to 
bus s as a whole and three te to so 
California activities. We bel t e 
prepared by almost all bus ses no 
costs exis·t. 
The difference in the cost 1 or 
their relative productivi ties is again a problem 't,Thich 
thin the United States. The Cali a 
33 
years ago, dismissed this problem~./ Nul 
take these variances into account and it is the 







A special case involving the inc ion of forei~flt ope:rations 
occurs when tary business is based in a foreign country. 
can di s between U.S. accounting 
s and foreign accounting standards make the preparation 
of a combined return more difficult, if not impossible. In 
addition, fluctuations in exchange rates between the dollar 
home currency will cause difficulties in determining 
income. 
department believes these problems are resolvable. With 
t to accounting systems, it is true that differences 
exist but the similarities are much more numerous the 
differences. With respect to individual taxpayers, the depart-
mcnt has successfully reached agreements concerning the adjust-
ments must be made. Inquiries have been received from 
Kingdom and Japan concerning the possibility 
of es ing generalized rules or methods for adjusting 
statements. We are sure that acceptable methods and 
agreements can be reached. 
Wi respect to the determina t of income resulting from 
ar e from the indiscriminate mixing of book and tax 
accounting concepts. There are a number methods recognized 
and accepted for the translation of financial statements fro:n 
one currency to another. The ~)roblcrr. ~dlnch the departrr~ent 
believes sts w1th respect to many oc them, for tax purposes, 
is that unrealized gains or losses are recogni 




government has allowed unrealized gains and losses to be 
taken into account with respect to internation J_ons 
because of the limited concern Hlth the problem and deferral 
accorded most foreign income~34Because of the unitary method, 
the states are more directly concerned Wlth the problem and 
v7e believe the correct ans\-Ter is to defer taxation of such gains 
and losses until actual reallzation. 
Opponents of the worldwide use of the unitary method argue that 
it differs from the international norm and its use, with respect 
to foreign-based businesses will give rise to significant foreign 
relations problems and retaliatory tax practices by such cou~tries. 
Supposed evidence of this foreign concern provided by 
Article 9(4) of the U.S.-U.K. Tax Treaty. The fallacy this 
argument is that it was the United States Treasury which 
apparently raised the question and placed this clause in the 
treaty. This section was not reques by the United Kingdom 
negotiators. But. to the extent there is possible impingement 
upon the federal government's conduct of foreign affairs, it is 
one which has been sanctioned both by prior treaty negotiationy35 
and specifically by the United States Senate's rejection of 
A.rticle 9 (4} of the U.S.-U.K. 'l'reaty. 
One of the principal fears expressed bv the department in .. ...... -
opposition to Article 9(4) was that it would inevitably be 
extended to all countries and would also be applicable to United 
















stRtes could have 
method to domestic-
had been required by 






c coro~erce, subject 
over another such c s, 
for 
for trans-
not apply to 








t to limit the application 
ct to fore businesses, 
invaljd. 
Under the UDITPA, business income is apportioned by the st 
38 
three-factor formulaJ Nonbusiness income is subject to 





Differences arise between the states attempting to determine 
what is business income and what is nonbusiness income. The 
definitions provided in the UDITPA provide minimal guidance. 
Some clarity is provided by the UDITPA regulations adopted 
the Hultistate Tax Corrunission, which are bas largely ori Cali 
law. (Exhibit 24) To the extent states differ determination 
of business or nonbusiness income, signi cant ances may 
occur in their tax treatment of corporations. The principal 
area of disagreement at the present t re to the classi--
fication of dividend income and ga or losses reali on 
the disposition of stock. 
Dividends received by corporations are a significant source of 
total income. Preliminary data for beginning 
July 1975 and ended June 1976 that total corporate income 
federal tax purposes is about $143 billion. Of the total, 
$8.6 billion is from dividends paid by U.S. corporat 
$5.6 billion is from dividends paid by foreign corporations. 
The total dividend income is $1t1.4 billion, or about 10 percent 
of taxable income. 
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financial titutions 
income is al 
deductions 
tax. 1 A is allowed 
the measure of the California 
an 
s 3 at t 80 
The amount of 
is an al 
on precedents 
UDITPl, 
state Tax 4 
state Tax at ions 
UDITPA, 
ts to un ss is 
25) posit was by 
Court. 5 
same v1as so taken Stat.e Vermont, a non-
r~rrc so j of hi t 
court 6 treatment of 11 
Un States Court th term. es 
or al 
total tax impact for 
revenue ses is not substanti;,l. on 
l ion is o :; qn f If d 
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are apportioned, the Cal1fornia tax for corporations headauartered 
in this state is decreased, while the Cali 2. tt1x for 
corporations headquartered in other states is increased. 
If, most dividends are apportioned, as is the pract 1n 
states taxing dividend income, and as provided by the state 
'l'ax Commission regulations, such income is simply assigned to 
various states where business activities are conducted ins 
of being taxed only the corporatlon's headquarters state. 
If Calj_fornia were to adopt the treatment of dividend income 
as recommended by the Multistate Tax Cornmission, it would greatly 
increase the uniformity of state tax treatment and would serve 
to defuse many of the complaints raised by multijurisdictional 
taxpayer concerning inconsistent state tax ices. 
In spite of the significant advance uniformity which wou 
result if California conforms'its practice to that of most other 
states, the majority of the business community has active 
opposed such action by the Legislature. Corporate positions on 
this issue provide a clear example of the duplicity in which 
they engage in with respect to state tax practices. For purposes 
of federal legislation they decry the lack of uniform state 
practices, but at the state level they hinder attempts at uni-
formity and promote actual diversity for their own benefit. 
For the state-by-state tax trcnt~ent of bus1ness and nonbusiness 
income as of 1976, see Table 2 of n study by the U. s. Treasury 
Department which is attached as r:xhibi t 26. 
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One s arose at the hearings the 
in August of 1977 was:what 
are of a un bus s? 
It to an answer to this question 
es against which a 
ss can be The concept and 
are court sanctioned. The 
or tests of ownership, operation and use (?utl~ 
Bros. v. II and contribution 11 Edison 
Cali Stores v. s 11 bellwethers. But 
of tests expanded and broadened 




As a resu se sions t modern 
ts Manaqement li es per se rAt 
than 0 a i ar s has necessity 
uired to the pc:u·,, n; of n uni bus 
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• 
Assisting in this expansion have been the decisions of the 
California State Board of Equalization 'ltlhich, tJ1e 
courts, establish ~~e precedents staff is 
The Multistate Tax Co:mmission has adopted regulations 'lrlhich 
reiterate the court tests and set forth indicia 
whether or not a unitary business exists. The factors 
the regulations create a strong presumption of a single 
business are (1) same type of business, (2) steps in a 
vertical process, and (3) strong centralized management. {Exh it 27 
The Board and the staff, in an effort to provide greater 
to the taxpayers, has initiated an advance ruling program 
specifically addressed to ·the determination of a unitary 
business. We believe we have provided satisfactory guidance in 
all cases where rulings have been requested. These 
are based upon the published decisions of the State Board of 
Equalization and the courts. In spite of the interest ss 
in such a program in the summer of 1977, there has not a 
significant increase in the flow of ruling requests. 
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mnent, if val 1 app le to lly United States 
are made, cons ~ation should be given 
t me od of taxa 
As yet, few s s 
and ts of 
la on offered anecdotes support. of ir posi on 
of Indus 1 Ste-t 
teres s group ed a 
s of these s. 28) He notes in 
that the 
concrete in the 
i.n do not. a d incentive to the 
, of accoun of ifo a! c· ;::> adverse bus s 
the .r: D<>,•i ('(\ in e;::n~ 1977 not to ~ te 
!:lui 5 ll on ] 1 . ~ I !"Til ( ~ .. The y·(•l:O (1 c ;: r 
J. eJ d Ut<t: "'l'l!'~ Cet l ifornia Unitary 
'l'ax factor n 's ;; Lon." 
7 
fleeing California as a 
r0~ult of the unitary method, yet 'l'ax tlanE<ger of Bech 
In tcrnat.ional, Hi lef; Brcsse, Jr. has s tatec1: 
• the nature of our business results in our 
an essentially neutral position on the basis of 
California unit.ary method as an incentive or dis ve 
to investment in the state. 
• The decision of Honda to locate a United States auto 
rather than California is another example given in support of 
proposi t.ion that tJ1E~ unitary method is keeping foreign tors 
out of California. But there ttle evidence which s 
notion that Honda, or perhaps any other Japanese auto , 
seJ:io,~s1y considered California as a location for an assembly plant. 
In tt.:q of 1976, a representative of Honda called the Great L 
area a "nati1ral loca·tion." Later a Honda Executive : 
Our initial stud inrlicated that Ohio would be an 
excellent place for our first U.S. manufacturing 
because of its market location, outs L:mding transporta-
tion sys tera, its supply of good labor, supply of parts, 
and good industrial environment. 
In a~dition, Ohio offered to provid0 up to $2.5 million in public 
i1ltprovc~m:::n t~s related t.o the p:ro ·I'!C l. 'i'here h21.ve no ~>t<lter:-.c:nts 
by Ilow1zt vlhich relaLc t1:w failure tu locate in California to 
unitary method of taxation. 
One· of the prim·~~ opponcn ts of the, 1 J;l i t:ary I'l:' thad of taxation ha:; 
been the! Hongkon9 & ShcH\(jhai B<:mL ·::'tich lw:; recently anno th~ 
acquh;i tion o£ " suhs tantial 
72 
th an option to increase its mvnership 
s of 1 has reoui 
s Cali ia 
In a scussion in April 6, 1978 
29) no mention is made of Californ 's 
is j solely on the basis 
unrelated to taxes. 
income 
a sincentive to 
77, on" 1 Dec is 
30) second most 1 ly state behind 
lities and Has only non-
state in to the , Cali 
, or a di 
taxation accounts 2 to 3 
s rrrore, are 
s, the on 
2 
S hE~S a tax 
seven nations Un 
This tes as to the 
of state taxes on investment s (Exhibit 31) 
amount of Un 
lso a 
, qives a cred1t state incone 
tax on the same income. 
or u 
73 
for taxr~s pu:id to 
le 
sLtLf~c; depending on the trec:tlnent given states. In 
case of California, a credit wo~ld be given. 
Japc:tnese multinationals have the most t c 
ticism of the unitary method. Such ticism however does not 
relate to any economic disincentive. Japan apparen has most 
liberal system of credits of any of fore coun es 
A Japanese con~any operating in a ign country throuc:rh a braiJch 
rn•.:st. include the foreign income in i·ts tax base but is a a ere t 
2.£.-Ll.nst its Japanese corporation tax based on the total income from 
sources abroad (disregarding losses) compa to e 
To the extent there is an unused credit, it can then applied to 
the prefectural inhabitant and municipal inh tant tax and r-
rnore can be carried forward or backward for years '.·Jay. If 
business is conducted through a subsidiary, is no tax on 
s;Jbsidiary's earnings unt.il t.hey are s utcd to the parent 
dividends, at which time a credit is allowed for all taxes 
Under t.he Japanese system, only exceptional rcum~> tances "1i cause 
Japanese multinational org Zcl.tion to pay more tax under the 
unitary In? thod than under any other rtle Confirmation of the 
tax t:rea-tment has b?en p ovided in a paper prepareC. for 
i.m Tdx Association by Yoshihiro Miyasaka of •rohornatsu-Aw?.:i Audi ng 
Inc. of Lcs Angeles 
J.3ased upon the liberal allowance of credi·ts by various fore 
countries involved, it appears thnt the unitary method of taxation 
is neutral in its operation with respect to a foreign company's 
· stm t dPcision and therefore has been improperly characteriz lnve~ .en _ 
as a disincentive to foreign invest:n'ent. 
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of 
prcccp on cd: a :::: ta~c· 1 s bu:::;_ine3s 
more income taxes 
ce such j 
men state/local attitude toward 
iness was perce as on the fth most important 
picking a plant loca o~ to ninth plac~ as a 
ts wereac located. Since this 
udes taxes as \vell as governrc1en t attitude tmvard 
it is clear that the in element of corpo_G1te 
cons rably low.~r. 
results vlere a s ted by Lou Ha s 
tes for the Commiss for Economic Development, State of 
s either a pos or 
r, Tt~ere not the most elements, in the 
the state, as a business Furthermore, in a 
of states zo:ta, 
a -v.ras corrtparab vJith the 
a to Arizona, 
area of taxes. H study concludes 
taxes is a secondary 
ss th resrect to 
r t.o ~:ne 
1 1 of 
resn~'>ct to 
i i ;u a more than 1;1 tair1s 
of tnent do lars. ,Ju of 1978, the nc:\v York 
75 
L in t.he seco~c1 quarter of J 9 7 8 81 foreign cor,1pccE s ,,v.td.c~ ne\'7 
invc-stmc~nts in the United St:atC's. itorn led v.ray in c:cttrac t-
J n .ne\'l fo:;~:eign inves·tment5 th 19 
53 
.:::; cond place with ll ::_/ This 1s no'.:. a s s cal 
:o.:sults are reported virtually ever-.1 quarter and on a year basis., 
lhc first quarter of 1979, the Con survey reported 
D6 ne\·f foreign investments in the Uni tecl Stat.e '1.-Jith Cali a 
1 5 d G · 1 · d •·JJ·_ t'n 6_._; 54 __ an. -eorg1a p ac1ng secon  _ 
Earlier this year a paper was prepared for the Counc1l of State 
Planning Agencies on State Taxat1on and Econo~ic Develonment. (Exhibit 
Among the findings of ttw paper "There is a popular myth a 
reduction in the level of state business taxes will produce a f 
of new developMent. The truth is very dif¥erent. 1 of 
business taxes has had very little impact on 
or on interstate location dec1s1ons of f1rms." In 1 ran ation 





rest ral inters tax sl on seeJ:1-S to be 
rect to 
tate mul 
state taxes which 'Hould 
corporations. In aeneral, 
small sses have shown little interest in the income tax 
of such leaislation because most are exempt under the 
of P.L. 86-272. 
reviewing proposed federal legislation, the department's 
s ing point has been that any such legislation should expose all 
of a iness's income to tax in some jurisdiction which under 
lation impose a tax. Since a local business 
is ject to tax on all of its income, regardless of the nature 
, fairness compels 
ses. s concept 
s of Income Tax 
Act was 






once. Hm·1ever, even 




the same standard be applied to 
-v1hen the 
Act \vas adopted effective in 




that when rrost 
as sirilar to the Uni 
would af 
so protected 
some rare cases, part of a 
the measure of tax more than 
t:ni Act, undertaxation in the 





On several occasions, 
to subpoena the rc 
corporations to revie\'7 them 
sio:nal ttces 
undertaxation or overtaxation. Co:mrni 
to consider this suggestion. Based 






ions are would be greatly surprised 1f 1n 
or would have been overtaxed under sions of the 
Uniform Act or even under the 
of existing state laws. 
As the states increased their e 
ions variations 
to 
of Uniform Act, and began to participate in joint audits 
tt1rough the Nultistate Tax Commission, so did the interest in 
restrictive and preferential fede interstate tax slat 
The only bills scus in are 
have been held or on current bills. For your 
the record, attached as 
slation which has been 
for authorizing legislat on 
t 34 is a 
re 
and 
lete list of 
to national 
the t federal leaislation restrictina s taxes 
occurred in 1959. That legislation, Publlc Law BG-272 ib:i.ts 
a state from imposing a net incor.;·~ tax on n ion j i t.s 
only business activity is solicl 
tangible personal property and 
the state. 
78 
ord0rs for sales 
orders are filled from outside 
As P.L. 86-272 was being cons , Congress also authorized a 
of state taxation of tistatc bus sses. The study was 
cone 1965 when 
on State Taxation o Interstat.e Com.i1tercc v1as included 
H .R. 798, introduced by Representative Willis. 
the bill was introduced, extensive hearings were held, with 
department participating. Because of widespread, almost 
opposition, the b 1 was dropped and a somewhat milder 
· b t1' tu ..... ed ThP. qubc::t-.1' t.•·1t.·e. l:)l'l1 __ \vas not voted out o.f vers.1.on sus ·. L.-. ~ ~ ~ '-
House Rules Comrni ttce. 
In 1967, a bi ical to s stitut bill was approved 
House on a 289 to 84 vote. No action was taken. 
19 9, an identical bill was again approved by the House on a 
11 to 87 vote. This time the ifornia sman voted 
t the bill 21 to 15. 
La r similar, but more restrictive, 1 't•Tere in traduced in the 
On September 18-19, 1973, a Subcommittee of State Taxat 
of Interstate Cowmerce of the Senate Conuni , chaired 
Mondale, conducted hearings. The department also 
the arings. No \vas i ~;sued. 
In 1976, the Cornmittee on vi'ays Heans es ished a Task Force 
on Source At a only mewbers could 
, Congressman Jones (Okla.) proposed that the states 
red to limit ir tax hn~ to the income source rules of 
Internal Revenue Congrossman Jones' proposal was 
recomr[1ended by Force. 
79 
• 
During 1978, Senator Hathias held a s of gs across 
country on his bill (S. 2173) cu ion 
long line of bills which originated 1965 House study. An 
extensive record was developed with respect to th proposal. 
Representatives from 23 states made before 
as well as representatives from the NATA 
exception, the state representatives were 
set forth in the bill . 
l'·lTC. t-Ji 
to the propos s 
Frorn 1860 to September 1976, state taxation of national banks 
was controlled by the federal government. In 1969, s 
was enacted lifting restrictions on state taxation of banks and 
directing the Federal Reserve Board to make 2 tudy of s and 
local bank taxation and report to Conaress a on nev.r 
state taxes was enacted pending of the s 
was submitted at the end of 1971. ly ssatis 
the Federal Reserve Board's , Congress, in August of 1973, 
directed the Advisory Commiss on Inter-Governmental P.elat 
to make a new study and prepare c: Its 
\Jere submitted in Nay of 197::-l. ;c; recomme::·n 
mainly propos a juri ct C)Ilal s test be 
taxes could be asserted similar to provi by 
P.L. 86-272. The moratoriw.11 ended in Septerrber of 1976. 
The legislation which was in , S.J9CO, was far more 
CO@prehensive and restrictive. It was lope-:3. by the lact:::·rican 
80 
Association Task Force on State Tax 
held on Novewber 22, 1977, by ttee on Financial 
Inst ions of Senate ttee on Bank in9, Hou;;ing and 
The at the hearing and 
oppo the bill. The bi v7as re this sessim1 of 
Congress as S.719 by Senator Cranston. 
In 1979, Senator and ssman Conable introduced 
legislation incorporating the Task Force on Foreign Source 
Income's recommendations as s. 1688 and H.R. 5076. These bills 
would require states to re concepts for 
termining the activi s or corporations which may be included 
in a combined report and would exempt dividend income from 
taxation if the income from the dividends are paid is 
not from sources the u. s. 
The effect of the 11 to 
multinational businesses from state 
would be particularly 
because most of their income 
highly profitable operations outs 
A recent publi 
of oil companies are 
as documented the f 




of the income of 
taxes. The bill 
oil companies 
:xre derived from their 
u. s. 
most of the earnings 
to foreign operations, as 1~11 
tax system as 
. The eight 
out $16.-1 
utilizing 
managed to reduce 
on $64.2 bil of 
effective tax rate 




2.2 percent' 7 
broader scope is S-983 ch successor to 
Senator Mathias' prior bill. s bill deals both 
tax concerns and sales and use tax 
the hearings held in 1978, Senator 
revisions in the sales use tax 
minor revisions were made in the income on 
in spite of the numerous jections 
the suggestions t·ihich they of 
In the department's view, S-983 
a number of areas. 
1. Corporations se un 
a combined or con 
substantial portion of 
sources. 
This exclusion of 
corporate taxmanship to pract 
form with significant creases 
2. "Foreign source" of all 
from the apportionable e. 
82 








established to provide a 
c source determination. 
upon federal 
















taxat in many cases 
on by the state of 
83 
II 
In addition to 1 of 
subject to Californ tax, if l<J. 
enacted, slature 
changing California law t_o 10\'J' tax trt.~atrnen 
of dividend income s Tax 
Commission, and as most states. 
Hultistate Tax Com.rniss 
the apportionment of most income. 
5. Arbitrary mmership for or 
consolidation are substituted 
treatment based solely on their 1 of business. 
tax iinpact by the form in which act 
are conducted. 
It substitutes an mvne 
tests of unity, i.e.-, Hhe or not s 
contribute to or are 
6. The proposal establ that is 
income which is not or 
any state. 
The establishment of a t x serve for 
corporations exacerbate sancti 
tax avoidance. 
The above items list the more tant 




ssor bill, prepared a, :nuch more 
s as Exhibit 35. The only 
that one-sided 
sla tion, H. P.. 1179 8, provided 
to a j urisc1ic tion vlhich had authority 
tax ce 1 was provided (the Internal 
.. source come, when repatriated, could 
'J'he 2.pport.ionment forrnula 
an~ payroll factor. It also prov 
tax would ni st.ered by i.:he 
t.hat jud c al ion ~·I:Juld 
1 trat , and appli 
an e net ov.-:::r a 
or les . 
to all U.S. source 
ty to impose a tax. 
C' 
d i e revenue 
t b ls vlere bc::cause 
tax j 
ure as to the d ·tion 
ts jf a pre t: 0::-
• 
imposed on corporations sine(~ abe>u 70 percent toi:al 
corporate income sU:bj.;_;ct to tax is 
formula. 
Even though to date no significant s 
has been enacted, the provisions of current l slat 
compared with the initial legislation cates t.vhat may 1 
have been the result if restrictive legislation had enacted 
Obviously, a local corporation pays a tax on 1 
its income. Under the latest of federal bills, except 
di.vidend income and those with certain kinds of s , most 
state businesses are required to att their to some 
stc~tc t.axing jurisdiction. The same is not the case 
t.o r,ml tinational corporat C' :::>. 
As noted in the summary under current 
from 11 foreign-source income" are exempt. 
s, d 
Rents, royalties, 
license and technical fees from property located or ces 
rformed without the u.s. cannot be included in income base 
subject as apportionment. S s to fore countries are 
in the s~les factor, even if no s are 
such country. Fur rrr:ore, a stute an ustment to 
apportionable income by reason of being required to exclude 
such income dividends or so-calleCl " ign-source incorne." 
prohibit ion, for example, \vOuld p2 ani t a corporation to borrm•l 







s s. It can 













st paid by its for~ign 
st is from foreign sources. 
t a multinational corporation 
corporate form 'Hhich it 
foreign operations 
ss operations. Once the 
corporation is created, 
not thereafter be included 
appears that in many cases 




benef of 1 bus ses. 
s more tax rel f for 
on severe limits state tax 
strative state courts and 
if it, or simi 
of state co 
to ask if the most 
is preempted, 11 
1 to corporate tax 
ion contains or gross 
87 
• 
receipts and sales and use tax limi !>. Additional bills 
have been introduced covering the Personal Inco1ne Tax Law 
banks and other fede depositories. 
If current proposals are enacted, it seems likely that most or 
decisions affecting state taxes will quickly s from State 
Legislature to Congress. Congress has not demonstrated outs 
ability in balancing the federal budget or in establishing a 
workable tax system with respect to its tax laws, particularly 
multinational corporations. It may well be though that Congress 
may soon be prepared to exercise its 'Hisdom as to signi 
state tax laws. If this occurs, it seems apparent that 
independence of states will be in grave jeopardy. 
88 
National As of Tax Adnin:Lstrators 
1978 ident 0f the National l'.ssociaU.on 
Tax rs (NAT.Z\) s to make recom-
to 1 lation effecting state 
taxes. use taxes and net income taxes, including 
taxes measured by net income, were covered in the study. A position 
was vJas the NNfA Executive Commi 
the l as at its annual 
, in June. (Exhibit 36) 
The se Tax Board parti preparation of the _ 
si and The NATA, in the paper, 
once i on to any federal legislation 
in s area. The se Tax Board also opposes federal legis-
on. 
paper went on to l s and ts 
fe sla on if Congress 
it was necessary ate. The department 
endorses NATA po tion paper as representing a consensus of 
al of ta·tes There are everal posi with which the 
sagrees but as a t of consensus of all 
s tes it ha~l :rtment' s t. 
e p -~ on p r de~ 
Freedom of dua tates to cribe methods 




2) Limitn on to par lar 
standard formula works well. 
3) No limita on use f v1or income 
and activities purposes o de n 
income taxable par tate. 
4) Full accountabili on 
that is, 1 income as to 
wh1.ch could tax 1.f so desi 
re are a number of r les and 
full text .• 
The NATA position paper has served as a use 
dialogue between the states, representat 
j 
set 
of bus s 
Congressional staffers. This a has been under way 





sors to sent bi were AB-2363 (Hughes) and 
AB-13 (X) (Hughes) introduced 1978. present bill is 
also s to AB-855 (Greene) 266 (Briggs), both 
in 1977. 
'l'he is to use of unitary to 
i sources of a foreign-based 
is engaged in the 
or steel ss. b 1 so would effectively 
cause Sect 25137 




uni 1.r income 
sources on a corn.bined 
cus r 
co to the t o f"orc~i con tro1 lc:d 
one 
9 
unitary concept as proposed in Se 25137.:). On the most 
fanatical exponent s 
state could efficiently, 
income from sources within a st on bas 
This section, if enacted, \vould set tax 
one hundred years, to the enactrent o income 
l\B-~16 (Bates) 
income which is rece or res from s 
activities is subject to formula apport reas non-
unitary income is specifically ass by s ru 
The California courts and i a State 0 
izat I in t. lat.'!, he , 
minor exceptions, ga or 
sale of stock were 
comn1erc le ent. In enact UD f 
California Leg lature incl Sect 25 40, 
fically that no ch treatment o 
income was i 
On January 1, 1976, ifornia an 
at 
and gains or losses from CJj s of is ject 
92 
to if of acquirinq or 
is to t:o unitary 
ss. Hov1ever, Sect of Revenue 
enact 
state Tax j ial 
treatment , Cali ia 
1'1.TC regulation approach 
ef 
! s by the 
court a f 72373) f 
lar caste: 1 of 
23040 251 8 
2514:0, neces 
state to l':TC Is 
or los es 
f 
or is related to or to 
bus s. 
t thl.S 
bil i ed on 
al 
stat.e Tax states. Such 






income for franch 
rather than s 
Not lowing a 
does not make any ta)~ di 
income. However, 
has a loss, the 
1.\'ould be if a 
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taxation of l 
of istic cla to 
fits between various taxinq 
me 
on unita act ty 
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in State C 1 
combined 
to a "rnanuf 






on the successful 
f numerous aff:tliates whi 
occur oti1er~rise 
the d1.vers1 
method o taxation, 
economies within the 
for since fferences 
betv1een inte deal -F li 
t trans 
est:ablJ.s1nng trans fer 
A popular criticism of 
it icitly assigns the sane rate ar 
invested j.n out 
s of locat and since not or 
expenditures are equally of to 
capital markets, risk differen als, various 1 
capital intensity, to measure rel con 
profits thin a jurisdi , there 
a tax base which has no si ificant relationsh to 
profits. However, it can a dollar 
on a factor of production in j th a 
elsewhere is not r in 
relative shares uni its. 
sis for s assertion is .i 
in most cases, permlt various 
areas se 
because, in terms o 
seen as advancinc:r business , onP: o 
zation of profits. 
Cons the case of a mu c!1 
workers in jurisdictlon A than to worke 
producinq an i~en cal 
uct in terms of 
rr.ore to profits than those in B Fi 
96 
co 
hicr11er c ina 
to some 
The ituation ass s a 
B t not precise, in terms 
1 1ts. On the other hand, 
the in of superior "union" 
s not related to ater productivity. Acquiescenpe 













to absorb increases through higher 
to be an unjustj_ 
ive to that o sone other area 
•s e to take 
inflated 
, j_n fact, 
a risincr market, 
In s context, t.he h 
r in juri A is not unre to 
con 
s that are no for 
over B that rs 






it. If th 
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unita object s. 
t t me s 
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, then it 
the operat1.on 
S ates incorre 
s over 
the revenue s to tne 
(outs the Uni 
s 
f 
dent (s); (3) tlave 
11 
in 0 
We s that ss o this 
1970-80 f year. 
\vOU ze 
's 
ce th sion is not 
s only, 'tvould permit 
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to current istate Tax 
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The hi of concentration of the 
income end is evident from the table 
million and over 
ions with net incomes but account 
Just over 61 have State net incomes below 
3 percent total revenue. 
Allocation of Tax Burdens 
Bank and 
Distribution of 
tion Franchise Tax 
Tax Base 
1976 Income Year 































rela~ive to all corporations returns 
table a distribution multinatiuu''"··"' 










and elsewhere which 
their income to 
State net 
Tne second 
Net Income C18:ss 
Under $25,000 
$25,000 under 50,000 
50,.000.under 100,000 
.:".00,000 under 500,000 
500,000 under 1,000,000 
1.ooo,ooo and over 
Totals 
Co~arison of State Net Income 
Reported by Apportioning Corporations 
1975 Income Year 
All Corporations 1 
Apportioning 
Corporations 2 
State Net State N~t 
Income Income 
Number (000) Number (000) 
48,127 $ 488,970 4,539 $ 51,568 
14,819 525,297 1,769 66,378 
8,585 584,907 1,483 lli,225 
7,742 1,616,112 2,734 820,200 
1,178 820.637 785 588,750 
1,329 7,613,089 1,002 6,760,000 
78,780 _$_11. 649,011 ,L_2_, 312 ~-tL 398.081 
Apportioning ns a 










1 Represents all corporations with net incomes paying more than the minimum tax. 
2 Represents parent or "key" corporations only with rnultistate or multinational unitary 
operations from audit records. A parent corporation is one which owns or controls more 
than 50 percent of the voting stock of another corporation. A ·~ey" corporation 
represents the principal California member of an affiliated group of corporations when 
the parent itself is not a California taxpayer. Specific data on allocating subsidiaries 






1-' 100,000 under 
1-' 
"-> 


















Net Income Net Income 
$ , $ 35. .9 ' 
,047 • .a .2 
• 1,2l,9 98.861 .8 .1 
4 ' 1, 3 
.2 .2 
'772 6 .5 
6 
7.9 . .3 ' 
income At 
income of multinnt 




























1930-S c 90 days 
.30 <!:tys 
0 90 days 0 
1970-SiJ .30 clay~ 














1'·;;·.~~gz •;u <lays 
Yes 



























Butler Bros. v. McColgan, 17 Cal.2d 664, 11 .2d 
334 (1941), aff'd 315 U.S. 501 { 42) 
v 30 Cal. 472, 
v. 181 o. 
(1 
181 . 374 .· 
s u,s. 8G6 




9, 1979, CCH Illinois State 
116 
Kansas 
Cra"Y;ford Hfg. Co. v. State Commissioner of Revenue, 
·rao Kan. 352, 304 Pac.2d 504 (1956_} ___ _ 
Corning Glass Works v.· Department of Revenue, Bd. of 
Tax Appeals, July 22, 1976; CCH Kentucky ·state Tax 
• ,!201-402 
I{entuckx Tax Co:mmission v. Fourth Ave. Amusement Co •• 
293 Ky. 668, 170 s.tv.2d 42 
Hinnesota 
Western Auto su:e:elx co. v. Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue, 245 Mi.nn. 346: 71 N.W.2d 797 (1955} 
Associated Dry Goods Cor:eoration v. Commissioner of 
Taxat.:l.on, Minn. Supreme Court, l'lay 17, 19 7 4, CCH 
~linnesota State Tax Rptr. 'If 200-675 
H.ontana 
New 
Dept. of Rev. v. Jl.rnerican Srneltinq and Re~ining Co._, 
567 Pac.2d 901 (1977) 
1\!ew Jersey 
F. ~~. Woolworth v •. Div. Dir. of Tax .. , 213 Atl.2d 1 (1965) 
Ne"'' Hexico 
Ne\.v York 
Fedders Co.EE.:_ v. State Tax Comm., 45 App.Div.2d 359, 






267 N.C. 15, 147 S.E.2d 522 
Ohio 
Beau Bru:rnmell 'J:ies, Inc. v. 383 N.E.2d 907, 
'iiff'g Ohio B.T.A. decisi.on 14,. 1978, CCH Ohio 
State Tax Rptr. ,r 200-170 and ,!200-280 
Oregon 
Coca Cola v. Dept. of Rev., 533 Pac.2d 788 (1975), CCH 
Oregon State 'J~ax Rptr. 203.-106 
Covington Fabrics 





. Ed. 2 6 
17, 977, 
~~ 200-/.53 
1 Inc. , Tt:~nn. 
T.:.::tx 
r • 
Mobil Oil Corpor~~-~ .. Y· fo~issior~~~_, 394 Atl. 114 7 
(1978T: Appeal filed u.s. Sup. Ct. February 2, 1979. 
CCH Vermont State Tax Rptr. ' 200-131 
Virgin.i.a 
• of Tax, v. 
118 
Wisccnsin 
~llen Co. v. ~isc~in _Dept. of 'l'ax.~, 269 'IHs. 372, 69 
N.W.2d 453 (1955f 
STATES vlHICH FOLLmv 
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3. Parti on 




















































FTB 1036 (4-76) 
{h) 

































TITLE 18 BAJ'\K Al'i:D TAX 
(Regi:.tw 74. I'! a. 4il--H·11>-14l 
Construction Costs ................... . 
Balance 12/31 ............................................................................................... . 
Balance be,f7inninu 

















(Registi>r n. tJo. R,.()..-.H-1&-711) 













(Register n, No. 
re.rce·nn;Fe of construction 
costs e£Jch 
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TITLE 18 BANK AND 
(Roglstt+r 74. No. 4<>--11-16-74) 
Ex<lmple 3: Same f:1cts as in 1 that the 
rcltlte to Contrt1ct L in this state 1972 is first 
corporation was in sh1le (see Sections and 
25122 and the regulations thereunder). Contracts Mtmd N in stales 
X andY were started in 1972 are incomplete. · 
The corporation 5 net income subject to tax in this state for 1972 
is computed as Follows: 
Business Income 
(excluding income !rom Contract L) ·······················-··········-··········· .. ·: S500_fXX_! 
Apporb"on 40'/G to this state ....................... ·;································ .. ··············· $:ZOO.(XJ() 
Add: lncorne from Contract L " .................................................................... 738,{}{}() 
Total business income derived 
from sources ~~ithin this state .............................................................. $938,{}{}() 
Add: Nonbusine:;.s income allocated 
to this state ............................................................................................ , ... _ ... _ .. _. -'----
Net inco1ne subject to tal( ................................................................ $945,{}{}() 
"'Income from Contract L :apportioned to this state: 
1970 1971 1972 Total 
Apporb"onment percentages 
for this state .......................................... 1009[, 100% 40% 
Percent of construction 
costs.......................................................... 1!0% 50% 30% 100% --
Product........................................................ 1!0% 12% 82% 
-- --
82% of $9{)(),{}{}() = $738,000. 
(F) Dissolution~ J'Vithdrawal or Cessation of Business. Except 
s.s noted in subsection (G) below, the income of a ta.xpayer which 
has elected either the percentage or the corr.pleted 
contract method of accounting For contracts and which 
ceases to do business, or state 
a. taxs.ble year sball with Section 
23151.1 and the 
(G) Compuf;Jtion For }'ear 
ness-Completed 
tract method 
income derh'ed from sources state from 
contr:tcts in this state on the 
or cessation in state included in tbe measure of 
tax for the taxable year during ~"-hich the corporation withdraws or 























TITLE 18 BANK AND CORPORA TIO~ TAX 
(Register 78, No. 7-2-1&.731 
Busine-ss income .......................................... . 
Apportionment pe-rce-ntage" for 
this st;ltr .................................................... .. 
Amount <lpportionf¥1 to this slide .......... .. 
Add: lncomP from contracts: 
"L (thif StHtP) ........................................ .. 
""'1'>1 (state X} ......................................... . 
Total business income derived 






"Income from Contmct L apportionf¥1 to this state: 
Apportionm?nt percenta!(e.> ................. . 
Percenf<l!(t:' of construction costL ...... .. 
Product .... ............................................. . 









""Income- from Contmct ,'f,f apportioned to this state: 
1971 1972 
Apportionment pt"rcenta!(es.................. 0 20% 
Perct•nt:l!(e of construction cost> ........ .. 
Product ........ ............................................. .. 






























"'H Computution of apportionable income from Contract AI 
b<Jsed on percenta!(P of comp/ptfon method· 
Total Contmct Price 
E5timated to be :J.'J% completed ....................................... $J50,()()() 
LP.ss: tot;~/ expenditures to date ........................................... . 
---'---
Apportionable incomP ............................................................ .. 
==== 
(H) Reporting of Partnership Income. In the case of 








6 • A " film" is 
7. "Rent 
telecast 
8. 11 Rate 
Rate 
III. Apportionment 
A. Property Factor 
1. In General. 
(a) 






































of the taxpayer 











C. Sales Factor 
FTB 1062 (7-75) 
1. Most receipts derived from transactions vi in course the 
trade or business wh ch business income are ncluded in the denominator 
of the sales factor Sections 25134-251 nclusive, and the 
thereunder). 
2. The numerator of the sales factor is the total of the attributable 
to this state the income year as follows: 
(a) Receipts from the rental or other use of real 
personal n 
Sections 25134-25137, inclusive, lations thereunder. 
(b) The following receipts shall be attributed to the state in which the franch~ 
!see's of business is located the taxpayer is taxable in such 
state: 
(1) Fees or for the use of the franchisor's trade name, trade-
mark or service mark. 
(2) Fees by the franchisee for national the 
franchisor. 
(3) Fees for ing administrative or services at the 
franchisee's of business. 
If the taxpayer is not taxable in the state i which the franchisee's 
of business i located the receipts shall be attributed to the state 
taxpayer's commercial domicile. Reg. 25122 for when 
taxable in another 
(c) Business location selection fees. 
place 
the 
(1) Receipts received for site selection and acquisition for a 
place of business of the franchisee I be attributed to the state 
in which the franchisee's of business is actually established 
provided the i taxable in such state. 
(2) If the taxable n the state which the franchisee' 
ly 
shall be attributed to 
the state in which the pri office of the 
performing site selection and acqu sition services is located 
that f such services are by an independent contractor 
the receipts shal be attributed to the state of the 










































, if the State 
nates February 23 
c endar year 
next property 
, next) , 
ar" is 
July 1, next 









i of ctor 
assessment 
assessment beqinn 














the precedi tax assessment 
unless the s current come 




with the C 
most recent 





s Board which is 
e of the taxpay-
(2) the correspondinq 
taxpayer's preceding income 
(i) The represent scheduled 
operations of operations of a taxis 
nonscheduled r taxis 11 








(2) Sueplemental Carriers 
(a) 
will the same 
(1)-(a). 
(b) 
The representative period will the same 
as stated Section IV-B (1)-(b). 

























(1) The denominator 
the average 
and tangible 
and used during 
c. Numerator 




(2) In determining 
tor va 































































rcra type on ratio 
ton-miles and revenue 










AHU.INE FORMUI.A - EXIHiliT I 
COMPUTATION OF APPORTIONMENT FACTORS - ANNUAl STATISTICS KNOWN 










Property (Not light Equipment} 
Other 
Tot•l 
P&•·~an>,,.,. Attrlbutillble to California 
Factors Divided by 3) 

























PnJ"o:tLL _____ _ 
California Total 








Groun~e of Flight Person~el 
California Toul 












f!l ~~'-:-~!..-!;+!!::£.-¥J~..:.fT.~~:...;~W;-'C.::::~"7~~~~~:p{il75% plus {il25% X Total Cost l!asls of Type 04 Aircraft., Calif. Property Type 04 
. lZJ' + 3°r 
4 8 
(lil 75% plus ~ (lil 25% x $wo.ooo 
1,730' + 2, 7 • ' uO 
$9,687 
~I Calif. Air Time Tyee 05 plu~ Calif. Ground Time Type 05@ 75% plus Calif, Arrivals & Departures Type 05 (lil 25% X Total Cost Basis of Type 05 Aircraft • Calif. Property Type 05 
Total Air Time Type 05 plus Total Ground Time Type 05 Total Arrivals & Departures Type 05 
- 41_2.' + 500' 
2,060' + 3, 196' 
{il 75% plus 8 20 @ 25% X $200,000 $46,027 
S:.l California Air Time TypeJ2!t_plus California Ground Time of Flight Personnel Type 04 X T t 1 p 11 T 04 Total Air Time Type 04 plus Total Ground Time Type 04 ° a ayro ype Ca II forn Ia Payroll Type 04 
IZJ' + 163' 
1, 730' + 652' 
)( $2,000 $282. l2 
!f California Air Time Txee 05 pluJ~LLfornia Ground Time of Flight Perso~l Type 05 
Total Air Time Type 05 plus Total Ground Time Type 05 
X Total Payroll Type 05 California Payroll Type 05 
412' "+ 405' 
2,060' + 8!C' X $2,500 
!f Cal ifornla Air Tii'W! Type 04 {il 
Total AIr Time Type 04 
-l.l.l:_ X 80% plus 
I, 730' 
fJ California AIr Time Txee. D.S 
Total Air Time Typa 05 
(lil 
X 80% plus 








plus California Arrivals~ Departures Type 04 Total Arrivals & Departures Type 04 
X 20% X $36,000 $3,24o 
@ 20% X Total Revenue Type 04 
plus California Arrivals & Deoartures Type 05 {il 20% X Total Revenue Type 05 · Total Arrivals & Departures Type OS 
X 20% X $42,000 $10,080 
California Revenue Type 04 













































~lRblHE FO~LA • EXHIBIT III 
FACTOR • REVENUE 





AIRCRAFT NOT KNOWN 
















Total !! 9!9 120 1000 2o~poo 1o,ooo .. , .., 100 30. 
Percentage attributable to California 
For Derivation of Items !I through g/, see below 
!I ~!ssenger Revenue Ton- Klles for Type D4 
Total Passenger Revenue Ton- Hiles 
...li 
100 X $90,000 $31,500 
!f Passenger lteycnue Ton- Miles for Type DS 
Total Passenger Revenue Ton - Hiles 
_li X $90,000 
100 
$40,500 
s/ freight Revenue Ton- Hiles for Type 04 
Total freight Revenue Ton • Hiles 
!l...i 
30. X $10,000 $4,)00 
~ [r£iqht Revenue Jon- Hiles fo~ 
Total Freight Ton- Hiles 
..!hi 
30. 




X Total Passenger Revenue • Passe.nger Revenue Type 04 
X Total Passenger Revenue • Passenger Revenue Type 05 
Total Freight Revenue F rei ght Revenue Type 04 
Total Freight Revenue Freight Revenue Type 05 
!{ Passenger Revenue Type 04 plus Freight Revenue Type 04 • Total Revenue Type 04 
$31,500 + $4,500 • $36,000 
!1 Passenger Revenue Type Type OS pIus Freight Revenue Type 05 • Total Revenue Type 05 
$4o,SOO + $1,500 $42,000 
sf See Exhibit II for Computation of California Revenue by Types of Aircraft Based on Representative Periods; Otherwise, See Exhibit I for Computation 
When Annual Statistics Known. 








4. A ship " 
5. 
and post-voyage 
searching for fi , 
Pre-voyage and post-voyage 
are not limited to, loading, 
or provisioning the ship, or 
repaired (except for 
drydocking). A for 
a voyage when 
vessel is ready a ing 
in operation after a voyage vessel is un-
loaded and cleaned, preparation of 
the fish s to a fish-carrying condition. 
A ship "out 
"Out of service" 
to, time while a 
for repairs in 
time after which a 
ment and held under 
charges alleging 




zed by a foreign govern-
pend ition of 
of such government's law. 
out of service when 
to unload. 
6. A singular word includes the plural, 
includes the singular. 
the plural 
III. Apportionment Formula 
A. Property Factor 
1. In general: 
(a) The 
rented real 
used in the 
(b) Owned 
to 
(c) Rented and 
owned and 
personal property 
is valued at eight times the net annual 
rental rate. 
2. The denominator the property factor includes 
all real and tangible personal property owned 
or rented by th~ taxpayer and used in the business 
during the income year. 
162 
FTB 1045 (9-79) 














state during the income year determined 
in accordance with Sections 25134 through 
25137, Revenue and Taxation Code, and the 
regulations thereunder. 
(b) Receipts from the sale of fish attributable 
to this state determined by applying the 
ratio of the number of port days during which 
the ship was within this state to the total 
number of port days of the ship everywhere 
during the income year. 
164 





MTC PROPOSED FORl'.J.OLA FOR RAILROADS 
H. a i !rort~L. --.. ~--· --· ... 
are estab1ish·:~d in respect to mHroad:;;: 
' '. 
Drtd without this state, the :J.t;IOL:nt of busines:: beomc fr•Jm S·Jtn:es \'lithi:l thL'> . 
in this rcgulu.tion. The sum or (l) the i t.l:rns of non~u:;:ncs~; i:JCOt:\C c:irc.::tly 
is subject to u~:·: by :.h:s ~tate. 
for detet·mining business and nonbusiness in~o;n-?, see Reg. IV.l. 
.. ' ... 
. 
" ~ ... 
'(!~ l ~""··.r .. ,'4,...)l .-~ ... , .~ ~ ....... \I'"·• :.• •..• ·~ (l~·t'·;i ~~•~.._ ... 1 .·" ... · 'l'l "', 
1, !~.~ . ..:::' .. ~~~·.-:..:.~·~· 1 .b.' 1,.11 .t,Jt., ') ,dl';(•, ~•,..lr. d>: (.•.:v~, .t!Lll'..tll•l. 
. ... ; : 
··; .. 
... " j 
. .· .. 
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~ ') ~ . ,. 
1 
l''. H. m1 d H . l V .H. 
ly 





cnr.s o·,:nect Ol' cd by 
ty :;.lt 
r ·~ l 




I,.,. :.t'-' ... : . ·. · t f:. .( .'/! ~ . :·, 
rrqu i 1·:: 
(Sec Ar~icle lV.U. !:nd lh:r;. IV.l2.} 
o"~.,_(Vf' T'\1 Jl (::;'·)) 
.A ~ ...:.. • J. -· .... 
rentaJs. 
) 
of one it'1ile. 
168 
e: IV. 
1:.. the tot.ul com 
1,, 1? l,~) ~'l't,..)(l ll''''l'll"-•;"'(lj' i')t" ... ! ...._, ~-. 1 ~ J J I -· ' ~ tl J t...:: l. ... ~ ' ""' I 
. ' . 
~s :;:ctUSl 
tor ns [Ji'Ovickcl in :\ tt iclc: lV .l ~L-.H r rd r:. 
j th 
tion p.) to ::ch 
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is t a 
r 2ny income ~r 
e n coll, and 
to it~ hD~in~ss ac in that 
of lec8d-cantr ct account ~ 
an ~on to c::;<:nE~L:tl r>_ll<' 
s 
nt 
its nt to c:; • ted--
17 1 
·~ ----
contract acccunting is no noro than a device r 
d,~tcrmining: in t.:ha t year p it or loss ll 
recognized, and items of receipt and expense are 
generally not igno in cornp tion years 
simrly because the profit or loss they produce ls 
de fer red.'' 
This reasoning applies with. equal force to inst.allroent 
repor·ting. It is the ta.:..:payer's business activities 
wit.hin and \·rithout California, not the taxpayer's account-
insr me lhod, 'l.'lhlch should de te r' s apportion-· 
men t pe:rcen tage for e co:12 ar. All the acti viti e.~> 
which give rise to ga realized on installment 
sale occur or are concluded in the year of sale. refore, 
the sale should be included in full in-the year of the sale. 
Proceeds fro~ the sale of assets which would not othe se 
be included in the receipts factor under Hegulati...on §25137(c) (l) (i\) 
are not to be included even though installment reporting is 
elected. 
2. Inco22 from installment sales is reported at ast in 
subs t2.:~ tial p~~r t in a year o r tb.an the year in which 
the sa took p Apportionment of ins nt sale 
inco~,-,2 o:: trte bas of the:: f.clc tors in the the lnco.rr.E~ 
is or receiv,:::.d would result. in s incoi112 h'3irFj 
ties which no connection with the 
The Boa of Equa zation held in 
rtion:-:ent ctor which 
a s which give se to 
the income ,._·as a distortion and that therefor a variance from 
the st.a:1dard formula under §25137 authori 
Board of Equalization 
of a rn2thod whi reflec 
se to the income. 
reasoning in Drake, s 
rne n t. sale s h o u .... .,.-"'--·· 
of year of sale 
or loss is actually reported. 
, approved the use 
---...o;--..---
vities which give 
of 's 
s an 
of the factors 
which such ~pin 
A taxpayer which in the regular course of business makes 
installnent sales as a dealer in tangible personal property 
may nor:nally apportion the gain on the basis of the facta:~:s 
of the year the gain is receiv~d since its apportionment 
factors will not normally Vil significantly on a year-to-
year basis. 
174 







1 l t Sa1e 





$5, 00,000 in 




















































ss statements to 
States-



















2. The tax account ustments 






















3. No adjustment s 
II.B.l. II.B.2 
































as assets re ecting a f 
currency, such as 
and loans accounts 
held or reasonably 
than six months shall be 
rates. If a security is 
expected to be held, for 
it will be transl 
amount of ign 
, bank deposits, 
le. s 
to be held 
translated at year-end 
held, or reasonably 
more than six months, 
the appropriate exchange 
rate for the translation 
historical cost of the asset 
which the 
is determined. 
5. In computing the property factor, translation 
should normally be into the company's 
currency in order to properly determine the 
percentage factor to be used. 
B. Payroll and Receipts Factors 
1. Translation is to be made at the simple average 
of the beginning and end of year exchange rates 
unless there is a substantial fluctuation, as 
described in paragraph IV.B. 
2. Where the value of the foreign currency does 
fluctuate substantially, as described in paragraph 
IV.B., the exchange rate appropriate to that 
period shall be either (a) a simple average of 
the month-end rates, or (b) a weighted average 
taking into account the volume of transactions 
(reflected by the amount being translated) for 
the calendar months ending with or within that 
period. 
3. In computing the payroll and receipts factors, 
translation should normally be made into the 
parent company's currency in order to properly 
determine the percentage factor to be used. 
IV. Exchange Rates 
A. For purposes of preparing combined reports, exchange 
rates may be derived from any source t.·Thich is demon-
strated to the satisfaction of the Department to 
reflect actual transactions conducted in a free 
market and involving representative amounts. In 
the absence of such demonstration, the exchange 
rates taken into account in computation of the 
earnings and profits of the foreign corporation 
are determined by reference to the free market rate 
set forth in the pertinent monthly issue of 
International Financial Statistics or successor 
publ1cations of the International Monetary Fund 
or such other source as the Department may designate. 
182 
3. In general, the extent of fluctuation is substantial 
if the closing rate for any calendar month ending 
within the period varies by more than 10 percent 
from the closing rate any calendar 
month ending within the iod. 
V. Application of Guideline 
In computing any of the income and factors required for 
a combined report, due regard will be given to the effort 
and expense required to obtain the necessary information; 
and in appropriate cases the Department, in its discretion, 
may accept reasonab approximations. Variations from 
the rules set forth above, particularly with respect to 
foreign-based corporations, may be allowed by the Franchise 
Tax Board in exceptional circumstances if applied on a 
consistent basis and where such variations do not result 





REGULATION SECTION 25137(g) 
(g) In cases deemed appropriate by the Fr:.mchist! 7i.<x !Jo;trd it ma]r 
elect to h£><1r :md decide pt:titions filed pursuJJJt to 5·,·cti<m 2.5137 in-
st~·ad of having this flloction performed by the staff. .-Is :.t condition to 
hmai1g such pehHon con;,id~red by l'bz" Boilrd, the pctitirming taxpayer 
shall w:.~ive in wn"ting the confidentiillily provisions of 5'ection 2fJ.:j..)J 
with respect to such petition :wd to a.J?Y other hcts :v-hich may be 
dP-emed relevant in making u dete.rmi'rwtion. Considerat/on ofsa.id pe·ti· 






to Sec I?e s 
187 
/ 
In addi :..:..::.:1, -the Board deterrnint:~d that the fol::::.m-d.n9 gro•_mcls did 
not: es>:::::::.:..::.sh a basis for granting u h!S!aring or rcdief: 
1 .. _::~ co:npa:r:-ison of intercompany trans<~ctions t:o gross 
receipts ot a unitary business. 
2. 3reater profitability of individual operations or 
geographic locations based on separate accountir.g 
data. 
3. The threat of muJ.t.iple taxation because separate 
accounting attriLutes a greater or lesser amount of 
income to a jurisdiction ·tha_n does the unitary method. 
4, 'i'he expected greater pr.ofit.ahility or rate of return 
fo.r one part of the unitary busine~;s as compared to 




LIST OF HE!.ffiERSHI? OF MULTISTATE 
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' I , I 
I 
fSSfli!S 
Althong-h a l:Hg-er contrnrerc:r over the ro 
tax income and th<.> ;wed f0r uniform rnh.-s nmollg: the St~1 the h:J..~ic 
issue h<>f•;re the bsk force -was wlH:tlwr the Federal Gm.-e,·nmE>nt 
should prohibit St:lte:: (a) from t:lxlng foreign source incnme directly. 
or (b) fmm okin;.r into acconnt foreign source income under the 
"Unitary method (as described above). 
Alternatives 
Li.mitaticN'8 in app!yinq unita'N/ method of 
States could be prohibited from requiring the reportin.g of 
related itt:ms of foreign corporations even though 
corporations which within Under this ".,.;,.,,;,.,_,.., 
the nnitary m<'tlwd ·would not be applied either to foreign '""f~"~' 
of L'.S. corporations, to foreign parents of or to 
other affi1iatei1 fon:i~n corpor.'ltions. This would not. ltOwen'r, pre-
Tent a State from taxiug- dividends paicl forei1::..rn in-
terest, or royalties rcoc~ind from foreign affiliates or foreign 
sources, nor -would it prevent the application of the ior· 
mula to branch income from :foreign OJ:'lerations r.S. corporations 
operating in the State. 
The reportin~ of income anrl. related 
eould be limited to actidties of n..s. r>n>•n.''"" 
port::> from or imports to the l~nited 
diYidends. 12tr:., could r'2mai n t h~ s::nn~ ll5 above 
cornorat ions. 
The reporting of inf'ome and related Hems 
case of fort>i!.[n-mmetl corporntions with affiliates 
State, but uHowed ~,-ith re:.pect to 
<:orporations onPmtinr.; -within the State trou1d 
ownefl companies in the com·ention bPtween 
and the Unitefl . ~tc .. could 
arJove. Under propm,al, the- <.:~se of 
groups of corporations, any State bt> 
upportionment formula to tl1P income any member 
group operntinp: within that State oroth<:r St~tes. 
Lhnitation.~ on r!irect to.7';ation of foreirm source {ncome.-St::+.tes 
~ould be nrohib!ted from direct1y taxin!! in any way 
income. This mt>ans th·~v not onlv ''ould not tax income 
unitnrv rnt>thod. but also would rwt tax from 
siniaries, foreign :onHr('P. or rova'!t"ies. or branch 
U.S. corporations. The 
~ig11 inc..ome of indiriilnnls. 
States ('OH.fd il:itetl from 
:fon'i~:n affiliatPs not or from dixi-
dend~ from ':n :1ffiliates of U.S. cornpanie;;;, but. aHowed to tax 
interf\ct or r.Jya :tiPs or branch income. 
An~lysh 
Li7r?itotiO'nS 011 th," ?11iitr:nJ mPflwrl of ar:pr'Jrfi0'!1ment.--For 
inrorne tax pHrpnc;i'"· an anpnrtionment formula is not u::ecl to di,-ide 






or contrilmtr: to t11e n.ctiY ir ;v:; 
the ~:a:::'-' of u fo~·<:::ign p:tn~llt 
conld.l.e partindad~ r·o:-tl\· L.:cau.-'<.: u 
tion on! ill:l ri I y \\ (_!L:l< l nvt ot herwi<-e keep books of 
ontO'icle- of tlie L·n;r.:d ::)tutc·:' in terms of ll.S. 
\)l1id1 WOUld (_'(lJJfC,rJil tO c:::;, flCr.::(!Ulltillg 
The neeJ for applying the 
when takiug into ac(·oum foreign ~m:n·e income 
account incurne from n. mm tber of 
in :tll\' StatL' linkt:d to f•n·ehn. 
fewe1~ tlwn tl11.' HumlJ~.:r oft ~ 
over, since t:txp:tyet.s nn~ in any en:nt 
tween U.S. and foreign c:ourcrs 
States could at.lopt tlte h·dn·a1 for 
forc·il::.,"ll tran'-'adions Ll't\\ een dome;:;tie 
Some critics of the unitarr method of 
thele5s permit its use where the Smtes 
t!w.n arm~s len,;rth pricin~ 
metlto•l were aliO\n·d onh·~in this case, 
subst:mtbl extent would ·be Califomi~i. 
estimate tlwt :cu,.It n Emitation nould 
8~0 million il) xen:mte. or nu_out 1:2 percent of total f"'nrn,•rr, 
. !f \::.!}lEi'S •. 
It lws aho been suggc:::ted tltnt 
could he limitcrl to t!11H: ''he1·e 
e:n-r, ~ .. T,.::l'-;1;:~.;-\._,-;-l!~;-l-:-"l-:1( t.o !.,; •.•• J .. J,~-."'~l.t\ .,_, \' .... ' - .... . \,. ( 
~~rl...t.~i:. Export-related tr:tnsJctions 
allo<:ation cplE'Stinns under the 
gt':§cte~l th_atit i_s npproprbtc to allow 
Nrd rules "hould he follo'.\·ed in 
'lithe administratiH 
-- is ,-=-ie-i~ec1as the -
met l~od _to fore_~gn 
QihitPd: 
(-i?r,itatiow.; on directly ta.7:1'ng dividends foreign 811bsidi-
anes.-
Exeept as that. resnlt may he 
S\stem, no State taws the income 
l)usiness ";ith t lte State) 
that income is taxed only wL0n it is 
di,·ideneL In tl10"e ''~'hich tax 
nrgned t1Jat doHblP. tax:tt inn 
fon:i;:;n bxes paid. 
TlH' Frrl~'r:ll Go;·(·rnlliPnt 
:tries of r eorpo:-:~t to lhe United 
States. h1,t :t!lcl\t.~ a fn•' i~n tn '· c iona1, ate 
kn·al) in(·om,• taxr,; p:1:d Ly 1lil' suh:cil1irtry. to the> ext<:>nt that for-
ri':!lt inf'Oml· tnxf':'i (1n li••t f':\:<'l'('d -t<:: prrn•nt of fon•i'.:r. tn::-:ah1e income. 
tlw tax hm·clpn on fm·,·i :-:nn1Tf' llif'0m<> nlso tnxe~ n State is r:o 
g:·Pnter than tlw t1:>.: b·;; • <>:1 dn:n»stic smrrce: inco:llt' whi,·h i,; h'l.t'd 
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The United States has tax treat es wi on le 
developed countries, and the tax bur n in some o countries 
s lower than that in the Uni States. However 
re will be no reason for t se co ntries to retalia 
S. investment. because the termination of de rral wi 
pr uce h her U. S. taxes for many of e tinat nal 
operating within their borders. 
Numerous U. S. companies 
re n tax cr its, and more 
s. cor rate tax rate is r uc 
in trati6n oposes. Under 
itation -- the only limitation now 
low and high tax countries are combi 
excess fore tax cr its, 






low-tax countries whi are " e tered excess 
h tax countries. Thus, many U. s. companies 
reign countries with a low rate of tax will 
U. So tax upon the elim t of de rral, 
countries will not have an incentive to 
ation to this proposal. 
Furthermore, it is by no means clear t even a 
country believing that the end of deferral will ect U. s. 
investors to a higher U. S. tax burden will se to 
In the first place, it will be made clear at discr 
taxes aimed at "soaking up" the-dif renee tween a 
f 
the 
country's rate and that of e Uni States are not cr i le 
r U. s. law. Low-tax countries sirous of promoting U. S. 
investments not wish to take act t cou have 
effect of actually lizi stments. More li 
countries may wish to "validate~ some of tax incent 
ey offer by seeking treaty ovisions er U. s. 
nvestors within their borders would continue entit to 
d ral. 
In some cases United States 1 te e ta~ 
ncentives at a developing coun S. investors. 
For ex investments that promote uine economic , 
d , have a minimal t on U. S~ t, or 
U. S. access to critical raw mater 
national interest. But rather than giving a blanket incent to 
eign investment of all types and in all countries, United 
tates should focus the benefits of deferral rough i 
program. If deferral is terminated subject to e s 
tax treaties, less-developed countries will be far more 
to conclude treaties with the Uni States have 
;; st a developed countries that treaties wi 
States or are engaged in treaty discussions may 
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foreign corporations, regardless of tier, will be treated as if 
paid directly by U. S. shareholders. This rule simplifies the 
foreign tax credit by making unnecessary the "deemed paid" foreign 
tax credit calculation in the case of U. s. shareholders of 
controlled foreign corporations. Further, the rule removes an 
inequity in current law, under which a foreign tax credit is 
denied for any year in which a foreign corporation has a deficit 
calculated under U. S. principles, even though taxes were paid to 
a foreign country. 
Eliminating deferral reduces both a corporation's ability to 
control the effective rate of foreign tax by controlling the 
source and rate of dividend distributions and the corporation's 
ability to minimize timing differences in deductions between the 
United States and foreign countries. To allow for such timing 
differences~ it is p~oposed that the foreign tax credit carryback 
be le thened from 2 to 3 years and that the foreign tax credit 
carryforward be lengthened from 5 to 7 years. It will be made 
clear that a foreign tax credit will not be allowed for 
withholding taxes applied only to U. S. investors, or on a 
shareholder-by-shareholder basis, or to deemed distributions. 
{12) Exchange Gains and Losses 
proposal provides that unrealized exchange gains and 
losses will be taken into account by a U. S. shareholder. This is 
the rule for financial accounting purposes and it is similar to a 
tax rule available to U. S. branches overseas and to the rule used 
to determine earnings and profits under subpart F. The proposal 
provides, however, that aU. S. shareholder may elect, with 
respect to all of its foreign operations, not to take into account 
unr~alized exchang~ gains and losses. This election is revocable, 
on a prospective basis, ten years after it has been made. 
(13) Accounting, Record Keeping, and Reporting Requirements 
. 
Rules will be provided for making elections with respect to 
controlled foreign corporations, translating amounts from foreign 
currency, the computation of taxable income and earnings and 
profits, the keeping of records and accounts, and the reporting 
requirements of U. S. shareholders. 
In general, taxable income and earnings and profits will be 
computed under U. S. standards. The Administration recognizes, 
however, that there are differences between U. S. and foreign 
standards, and will prescribe Regulations describing the extent to 
which deviations from U. S. standards will be allowed. 
{14) Tax Treaties 
The proposal allows the Treasury to consider the negotiation 
of income tax treaties allowing deferral to continue, in appro-
priate situations, in treaty countries. 
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I', (15) Corporations Organized in Puerto Rico and U. S. Possessions 
A current provision of subpart F allows a controlled foreign 
corporation organized in Puerto Rico or a possession of the Uni 
States to be excluded from subpart F if it meets certain tests 
with regard to the source and nature of its income and business. 
This provision parallels slightly broader statutory otection 
from U. S. tax granted by way of a special "possessions" tax 
credit available to electing domestic corporations doing business 
in Puerto Rico and the possessions (except the Virgin Islands). 
This proposal allows U. S. shareholders to continue de rral 
with respect to income of corporations organized under the laws of 
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or a possession of the Uni 
States (including the Virgin Islands). Income that would have 
been eligible for the possessions tax credit curren y ov 
the Internal Revenue Code if the controlled foreign corporation 
had been a domestic corporation will not be taxed currently to 
U. S. shareholders. Instead, such income will be treated in the 
same manner as "blocked income." 
(16) Transition Provisions 
In 1979 and 1980, U. s. shareholders will be required to take· 
into income 1/3 and 2/3, respectively, of the gross income and 
deductions of controlled foreign corporations. The provisions of 
subpart F will also apply during these two years, although most of 
subpart F will be repealed for years after 1980. The 1/3 and 2/3 
inclusion in 1979 and 1980 will apply to the income and deductions 
of a controlled foreign corporation after adjustment for amounts 
included in income by a U. S. shareholder under the rt F 
provisions. Thus, if in 1979 a U. S. shareholder's control! 
foreign corporation has $150 of taxable income of which $30 is 
foreign base company income under subpart F, the inclusion under 
this proposal for the U. S. shareholder will. be $40 (1/3 x ($150 
- $30} = $40) and the U. s. shareholder's total taxable income 
attributable to the controlled foreign corporation will be $70. 
The rules of subpart F will apply for purposes of calculating 
the foreign tax credit attributable to income included under 
subpart F, and the rules under this proposal will apply for 
purposes of calculating the foreign tax credit attributable to th~ 
additional amounts included in the U. S. shareholder's income 
under the proposal. 
(17) Other Provisions 
Various provisions of the Internal Revenue Code are modified 
or repealed under this proposal. The foreign personal holding 
company provisions are repealed after 1980. Subpart F is repealed 
for future operations, although it will be necessary to maintain 
certain historical aspects. For example, the rules relating to 
taxation of investments in U. S. property will continue to apply 
to previously accumulated earnings. Also, it will be necessary to 
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determine whether actual distributions had been previously taxed 
under subpart F, and to determine the tax on certain amounts 
previously excluded from a U. S. shareholder's gross income under 
subpart F because they were reinvested in qualified shipping 
assets or in less-developed countries; any amounts thus excluded 
will taxable when they are withdrawn from such investment. 





U.S. General Ac=ountin~ Offic~ 
SURVEY OF STATE TAX~TION OF 
NULTIJUiUSOICTIO:~Z\L CO?.PORfl.TIONS' INCOME 
As we ~!~~ s~ated in our letter, 
the pu e .:::: ~ :.s quest ion!"':Iire is to 
obtain nfor:-.~: ;,:1 on multijurisdic-
tional cor?orc~ c~ activities in your 
State, yo~~ a~d t aEforts covering such 
corporations, h w ?OU have dealt with 
and view sepa:a~e ~=counting 
requirements, an~ ;:uc attitude towards 
the need for 3re~ter uniformity. 
In orde~ t~ i~~re valid responses, 
t~is questionn~!=~ should b~ completed 
oy State offici'!ls ~.·ho ace in a position 
to provide aut~cri~ative·answers and 
comments. Ke re~lize that some of the 
an3wers may not fit your situation 
~xactly. In these cases select the 
answer that best fits your situation. 
Plea?e note t~at so~~ qu~stions 
request one response; ~h~ceas, 
others allow for more than one. Each 
question i~~icate3 1f one or more than 
o~~ rcs9c~s~ is acc~ptable. For 
qu~stions r?q~iring quantitative 
a~s~e~s, ?l~!se b2 as precise as 
possiDle, b~t estimates will SGffice 
when actu3l deta is un3vail~~le. 
O:Jr o:::jective is to obtain the most 
accurate and co~plete infor~ation you 
have. To o0tain More precis~ data we 
plan to folic~ up this questionnaire in 
so~a cases with a personal intervie~. 
But, since we ~ill be able to ~ake only 
a li~ited nu~~er of ~isits it is 
important that you provide us with your 
most accurate a~d frank ass~ssments on 
the ~~estionna.ire. For most of you t~is 
questionnaire ~ill be the only 
assessment we will b~ ma~ing for your 
State. 
Please co~~!ete and return the 
questionnaire i~ th~ enclos~j franked 
envelope withi~ 10 days. If you have 
any questions ~on't hesitate to call 
G'eg Ziombra at (2C2J556-6503. 
Thank :JO':}. for your cooperation. 
DE:INITIO!I:S 
To ~aintain a co~~on unJ~rstar.di~q, 
please use the followlnq definitions 
when answering the questions. 
Corooration inco•ne tax - A t<lx wl1ich is 
either--a cfire"ct" taxo-n coroocation 
inco~e or an i~dic~ct tax ~~Jsured 
net incorn~. 
Seoarate accountinq (as it relat~s to 
ind iv idua lStates~-me-thrJd of __ _ 
accounttnq wherea rr.ultijurisdictional 
coroorotion's activities are o~~req~t~d 
into seoarate and distinct econo~ic 
units (oossiblv ~yoothetical); w~ere 
ead1 econor:1 ic unit is defined by 
individual State boundar iGs; thus, tJle; 
corooration inco~e attributable to a 
certain State is co~outed by ass0ci~tinq -
receipts a11d expens~s with that St'3t<:>~ 
I. CO.RP~RATI0~1 T,\XING ACTJVI'riES 
In t~.is se-ction, w<:> are se~1<.in'1 
~nfor~ation on activities relAtin~ to 
corooratio~ income taxes. Included are 
filinq and auditin1 of such returns, ~nd 
collections on these returns. [Please 
refPr to the definitions in the 
instcuctions.) 
1. Approxi~ately how many corcoration 
income tax returns were filed with Y':lUC 
State in 1977? (Please fill in the 
blanks.) 
( 1) A .19 _9--.~..QQ_O_ 
B. 35..,..20.CL 








(1) Records are not available en a calen~~r year basis and are 
therefore furnished for 1975-7 rather than 1977. 
Department records are kept on a fisc~l year basis (July 1 
June 30). Nonprofit corpor~tions arc excluded. 
• (2) 
2... ~.,·..: · ... ·.:it!li ~_.;::·..: '"ch~r~~ter izt? the 
cf:o;: ~, if I:.:.· .. :!1 th::- ;:: .. r··:':J~c of 
cur~0rat~ i~=~~ tax r~t~rn~ fil~d in 
lY7~ ~s cc~;~~~ to the ~u~bPr filed in 
1972? (C~~=' : ~ ~ox fc• e2ch row.) 
dic:tioual X Cor oratio:-:s ---- {16) 
3. !-\hat char:,;-~, if: any. do you expect 
in the nu~b~r of corporate inco~e tax 
returns filed in 1977 and the number 
that will be filed in 1982? (Ch~ck one 
box for each row.) 
4. A9proximately how many corporate 
income tax retur~s did you field audit 






"- *• ----""-·- M •·--·• ·-·-· 
(1) Growth 2Z.S% 
(2) Growth 34.9% 
S. *IO".J we>uld y011 c'13C"tCtc'r izt;- t'F! 
i:::~ n•.j•:, if iiO'/, in th~ rPrct,nr o;' 
coronrctt•.: inc<,."C> ta'< rct:u q:, r j .. Jd 
audit.:••! i:> l'F/7 d:; co•aoar~i! tot'>"' 
nu'Tlher audil."!Ll in 972? (C'1•:c::~ on··~ ho"< 
for E''-!Ch (OW.) 
6. v1hat chanqe, if anv do vou exoect 
in the number of corooration inco~a tax 
r~turns field audited in 1977 and the 
number that will be field audited in 
(Check one boY. for eac"i row.) 
dictional 
Cocoorations X 
1. A9oroxi~ately how ~uch revence has 
your State collected fro~ th~ =ocoor~te 
income tax in 1977? {Pl~as~ fill in t~~ 
blanks.} 
(3) 
$1,641,500,000 A. = A[l coroorations 
B. 
$T;T8lJ, 000,000 ( 35-4q 
~ultijurisdictio~al 
corporation5 [45-54} 
{3) Estimated, but based on studies for prior yea-cs as to 
percentage of tax paid by c;I?;)ortioning corporations. 
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s. ·no.,; ·.,oul::! . ::::Jcact~r i:z:·:! tl-t~ 
c:cang~, if a!":;.;, ~: ::.ho:! r.:vcnue collected 
[ro~ t~~ c~r~::~::.~ i~co~e tax in 1977 as 
rt?d to~-~ :.:::.:!!'lUe collected in 
(Cn~c~ =~~ =:x for each row.) 
~. r.bat cha~:;~, ·- any • do you expect 
in the revenue ccllected from th~ 
corporate inco~e ::.ax in 1977 as compared 
to the revenue t==~ will be collected in 
(Check one box for each row.) 
X 
{5~) 
10. Appro·d'1lately what perc.ent of your 
State's total reve!'lue was collected from 
the corporate Hlco·ne tax in 1977? 
(Please fill in the blanks.) 
A. 12. 2 = All corporations 




*Estinated, see Footnote (3) p.2 
{1) ~!ajar taxes and licenses 
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11. How would vou c~Jracteriz~ t~e 
chan<H~, if anv, in th~ o~rc••nt oF vo•;r 
Stat>:!':> total rcVE!IltJ'~ collncl·~d (ror~ t~e 
cornoratr!-i.nco•il';-t:;:lxin 1977 as C(;·nn;ned 
to the oecc~nt coll~cted in 1972? 
(Check one bo>C for each ro·.,..T--
A. 
B. 
12. What chana~, if any, do you eJCoect 
in the oercent of your State's total 
revenue collected fro~ the coroor~te 
InCome tax in 1977 an~ the oercent that 
will be collect~d in (Check one 





C~o_r~o_r __ a_t_i~o_n_s~--~2{--~---~--A---~-<~~&JL_ 
13. Aoproximatelv what oercent of your 
State's total tax revenue was collected 
fro:n the coroorate inco:o~e tax in 1977? 





~ All coroorations 
(61-613) 
""-Multi) ur isd ic:tional 
coroorations (69-10) 
1!1. B:>··· woc:l= ::·:~ ::har<:~cterize the 
criang~. if ~~y. :nth~ perce~t o£ your 
State's c !l ~~~ : enue collected from 
the corpu:~ x i~ 1~77 ~s 
co1:1parecl to t:;ic -~::c::c:nt callect•o•l in 







15. ~'hat cha;;:;.::;, if any, do you expect 
in the p~rcen~ of your State's total tax 
revenue collected from the corporate ____ __ 
Incorae tax in. 1977 a11d the percent that 
will be collecte= i~ 1932? (Check one 
box for each ro~.) 
X 
----~~~j~r~.s~--~--~--~--L-~~_L~ 
16. Approxi~ately how many staff years 
did your State expend p~rforminq field 
audits of corcorate inco~e tax ~eturns 
in 1977? {Pl~ase fill in the blank.) 
~6.4 Staff years (75-17) 
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17. !low ·...ro'lld y:Ju ch<uacb~riz~ tit'! 
c h a nrr•? , if any , in t h"' n n'n b" r of -::; t .1 f f 
years exnunded·on field audits in 19J7 
as <..:OIIm.Jrt·<l t-:>. thf• n•J•'lber in 1972? 
(Ch~ck on~ box for each row.) 
18. What chan•V!, if any, do you exoect 
in the nu~b~r of staff years exo~nd~d on 
field audits in 1977 and the nu~b~r 
which wi 11 be. exoended in l9d 2? ( L'l"!Cic 
one box for each row.) 
ti<1!lS X (80 
B • Mu l-~-1-.,j_u_r-:-:rl-:cS----f---I-..::O!..f--+--+-+--1..:::...::::..! __ 
dictional 
Corooriltions X (131} 
II. s:::?;:.. 
In t:.is """'::.loi'l, we are s.,.,,kinq ooi:'lion; on St:tt.-es' acceotanc~ and rtiJuitin·l of 
r.Jultij~.:cL:;.:i:~-~.;~·31 coq::cration i.-.com~·tJX c•.:IH:n!:', when th<?> .inco•n·:: at.triLut<sble to c:.•cl-t 
State h.Js !:.<=:t;". c:;.lculat .. .:: using sepc~rut"" aCC:<•tJntin.J ocinciolPs (as defin•:<i O'l 'J<.J·~·' o~r:). 
1~. To ~~a: ~=:~~t do you agree or disMqr~~ with each of the followinq stat~~Dnts? 
for each s:~~~c:n;, plea~e check on~ box.) 
Statement 
A. Audits o: r-:::urns using separate accountl-nq-----------
pr inc iples ·,.0•.1ld r.ot increase the time oer 'lW'Ii t. 
B;:;;-.--':;'A-=u-=d;.oi.ts of r:;:turn·s uSiniJ so:!parateaccountlng ---·- ·-------
(82) 
__ pr inc iol:'"S ·.,;::mld not cr"!ate access to recor~()hl~·~-·--
C. If the eG?~csts of mult1jurisdictional corporation 
filing of income tax returns shifted from apportionment 
formulas to separate accounting principles, auditor 
--~~~cainir~ would require significant time and costs. X 
D. Meturns of multi)urisdictional coroorations usina 
separate accountin; principles more iccurately reflect 
inco~~ earned from o~~rations in your State. 
e._ oe tEor:::.in.inJ a.::m • s -le.n3 t~ p.ric ing f.ocam•.ll t ij U[Isd 1c t1oi1aT 
coroor::!tion's transactions 1-'0•.tld be extre::lely difficult. 
f. r~-::~:·.2 r r:.s of mult1j ur f~d ictiona1 cor par at lons--usrng---·-·-----
separa:e accounting principles would minimize the 
li~eli~oo1 of •aouble" taxation. * 
~- In aod1ti of returns usin= se~arate accounting, the 
accuracy of over~e~d allo~ati~ns is difficult to 
use separa 
multij urisdictional corporation income tax r·eturns 
wo~ld be ~ore equitable to both States 
and co:ooretions. 
I. In audi~s of returns using separate account1ng 
principles. the numbar of transactions auditors 
wou!d ~a~e to examine would increase substantiall • 





















. . "'. 
20. ~~3t reac:i01 - ___ your Stale h~~~ 22. If vour st~le ~~d to au~it returns 
usin~ seParate accountinn urinrioles anri 
1~3 S•ction 4~2 adjust~ents were 
~~ailable would your State use the~? 
o usin~ Tr::o-=::;:..!r ::..::;- -~'" 1ons if your 
St.at.e t:::.d to ;:. :· : __ :,;; usinq 
rate accoantt~= ~--~ci?16sl (Check 







Fa~cr~=:~ ~~action--~ould usc 
the~ :~ ~~:::ca~le (92) 
Subje>:': ~-:: -=~o many 
interp:,::,::.;:::!.~ns (94} 
~ould cause too many audit 
protests (95) 
(~Jil tc r~ccs~ize proble~s 




;-X~ Detinitely yes 
B. 
c. Undecided 
D. Probably no 
E. Definitely no 
23. ~~at chanqe~ if any, would occur in 
State revenues if the filinq of returns 
by multijurisdictional coroorations 
shifted from the current reli~nce on 
apportionm~nt formulasjsoecific 
aliocation to a reliance on seoarate 
accounting orinciples? (Check one) 
{104) 
2 • What reaction would your State have ;ti3 Lqnificant decrease to using actual s~ction 4S2 ust~ents 
made by IRS i: ycuc State had to audit 
=~ :n3 usi~J se;3rate a2counting 





use t~~~ as applicable (98) 
Too co~plicated to use (99) 
ect to too ;aany 
in tec?~eo tat ions (100) 
··Would cause too many audit 
protests (101) 
) 
Fail to recognize proble~s 
faced by State boundaries 
{102) 
c. Little or no chanqe 
D. So'!le increase 
E. Siqnificant increase 
F. No basis to judqe 
) .Hajor pro~lem. -- -· 
(2) 482 adjustments do not ordinarily apply to interstate activities, 
see answer to Part V. 
(3) On Dece~~er 1, 1978, the department estimated the revenue impact 
of 5.2173, 95th Congress. Nost of the revenue loss resulted 
from excluding from the combined report conputation income apd 
factors of the unitary group outside the U.S. The study 
concluded that if S.2173 had been in effect for the 1977 income 
year, the revenue loss \·;q_uld have been $4 35 million. The loss 
represented about 30% of the 1977 income year self-assessed tax 
of $1,661 million. 
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In this se ti: ·.,-: are ;;2~kin·.1 
infor~ation on : ~ ~ ~~es' pe:c~ption uf 
the n~ed for u~~ 0;~ =Y and ho~ 
uniformity wo~lt ~=~ec~ the States if it 
carne to exist ~?~~:~a:Ly. 
2~. Our Stata ~~s:=~o~ on th~ n~ed foe 
uniforn State ~~==~a =~x laws for 
multijuri3oic::~~~: .::o~?oratior.s is b~5t 
ref iect~d by ::.:1.: ::.::'i..lc.,ring statement. 









plia.-,ce ax ists 
is needed 
nonco<n-
Greater unifoc~ity is needed 
b~cause corporations are 
ov~rtaxec under the current 
situat:on 
(1) 
Greater ~niformity is needed 
because corporations are 
uodertaxea under the current 
situation 
Gr~ater uniformity is needed 
to assure that local and 
multijurisdictional 
corporations are taxed 
equally 
~e c~ not believe there is 
a cc~?elling need for 
greater uniformity. 
Also applicable 
2'>. For V(HJC Stdt"', !-)ow we>•Jl·'i co:::~s 
<~·.;;,w:Ltt~d with uni(OL"•ity co·:ln.Jr~ to 
t:l'' •k·ndits? (Chr-cl< 0:1~.) (106) 
Costs si~nificantly 
outw~iql-t b~n~f:its 
1'. f..--7 Cost::; so•l\:~what 
outweiqh benf!fits 
C. ~-~ Costs wo•Jld be 
about tho: sa'lle 
as bt"'nt>fits 
D. !..--7 Benefits so•new;at 
0•.1 twr, i '11) costs 
E. ~..~-7 B:'!n.,.fits s ion it ican t 1 y 
outw.;, iqh costs 
F. /~ t!O basis to iudqe 
26. Our Stat~'s oosition on the need 
for feoeral leqislation to increase 
unifor~ity oE State inco~e tax laws is 
best reflected in the followin1 
statement(~). (Check all that aoolv.) 
A. [:Y,:l No F'ederal leqislation is 
needed; States can work 
toqether to solve 
oroblems when thev exist 
(lO?l 
B. ~-~7 Conqress could not write 
a law satisfactory to all 
c. 
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the States (108} 
We believe Federal 













To£?:-,::;,;:~ ::~~: 0ur ir.for11 .. tl''" on 
how yo~r 5~!~! _, -~cin] ~ultijuri~­
dictio:1c,l c:::.r;:-c:: . .::~!3 is com;::>l<:>t~', we 
need the ~c·: ____ j~ta on your State's 
use o[ the ~~-=--: ~ethod. 
21. \vha':: is ::-:.-, .:;::..:rce, if any, of your 
State's ~2~~==~:y ~o use the unitary 
method for ~c~~~=-= affiliated 




~o~ ~==!icable--State does 
no~-~se the unitary method 
Adminis-:~ative 
E. ;X 1 Ot~e: (~lease specify} 
Sec. 25101 R&TC as 
interpreted·by the Calif. 
a. K,at is th~ so..:rce, if any, of your 
S~ate's a~tho~ity to use the ~nitary 
method for r.o~-u.s. affiliated 




~;;:t a?plicablc--State does 









29. tn iH:t•.ral nr,,c~ic~, "iQO•Jt ho"' ott<:n 
d0~s your ~tvtf~ u~~" t!p.'l un arv r.:~tho<:1 
f 0 [ d 0•., t i C i! f { j l i a t ·~ rj C ( J ( C• '):at rHl S? 
( Ch.:ck on"'. ) ( 11 




E. Never, or almost ne~er 
30. In actual oractice about how often 
does your State us~ the unitary nethod 
for foreiqn affiliated coroorations? 
(Check on<e>.} (115) 











J~- Jf yr..;r ~·~~·~- , ~:· t:--.\." ~!:lt~l~.Jfit~· L.·, 1.),;_~ \'11' ·:.i~ ltV '.l··ll:,.,·l :ll•·dt;p ran"J)r],, t~1• f~,)lrJ·.·i;1'1 
.i n f v r ~l ~i t i ; .. '": . 
Cluss u! 
~ore::-.:: <•':. ~-:: 
All 
_/_/. _ _!_/_/ {::S-l2Cl) 
V. hDDl1IO~AL CCA~~S15 ------------·--·-
'I'·':·. I . '.;. '.:1 \ 0 ( h~ I (' [ '•l i II'-! 
v1t,· t :1·.·1 .:. fnJ•ti n~·~f'. j !'i a 
~-~~.j t .:' J ~~-~·;.ir:·:~~!:~-
If yo'.l h3·;·~ a:,y additional co:u•r.ents on uny of the que:::tinn~ or rC'liltco ooints or 
topics not ccv~re1, ::..1-:c·<•s::- write your co.~•:r.'='nt.s ir, the s;:>.Jc'? below. Yollr vie,~s are 
gr'2.Jtly il9t-'!:"CCi2tC'd.· 'l·nank yotl. (1:?1) 
~~e use of federal 482 audits is of little or no benefit to the states 
because the IRS has no concern with determining the proper amount of 
inco;::e attributable to an individual state. Even v1i th respect to the 
determinat5.c:x: of U. S. source incone vis-a-vis foreign source income 
feaeral au~its arc woefully inadequate. The unitary ~ethod is 
specifically designed to provide an administratively feasible method 
for naking solirce deter@ination. Use of the arm's length stanaard 
for state purposes is an attempted forced adoption of a residency 
based tax concept to a source tax system. 
We pr6viously furnished you a critique of Sec. ~82 in the analysis 
of 5.2173, 95th Congress, which we understand you have received. 
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"'' c ~ . - . t- • • 1nc ::;~::_:::.::::.:r.a Su;::ceme Cou:ct Ha:; cl 1.!Ler11Hned Lhat a un:ttary 
'1- • • "" r• ' • \. • l • f (1) • .uus1ne.s.s ~-:::: ce:r.:lnlte1y esta.bllGn(:d oy L 1e cxJ.sLcnce o : urnty 
;:: . . {2) . . . "' b ] o.c o;.,·.::-;-=:::-.:,~~ -_::? i un1 ty of operz1 t J.c•n ar; cvJ.dcnceo y ccnt:.ri:t.. 
purch.~~:;:.::.~--~, c:.dvertising, accoun Li.:nq .:mel llFtnU..~iCJ;l!C!n'c <li visions; and 
( 3) lE·".:. :_:· c-: use in a centralize;(:! ·-~}·.ccutive fo:cce and general 
syt;ter.:: ;:::':: c;::·c~!."ation. (Butlc·r Hro::. v. PcColqan, 17 Cal.2d 66-1, 
67 8 [ 1::..1. ? . 2c1 33~ J c 19 4·i-r~·-·:-3Tli:L-,·-- J l~> u:-~;~--5-(Ji-- [ 8 6 L. Ed. 991) 
(1942).) :-::.s court has alr:ic held Lllzd~ a business is unitary Hhen 
the ope::::-a.::ion of the busin~~:::s 't?.l Ud.n C•tli for:nia contribute':-; to or 
is depen~e::.t upon the operation of the l>usi.ness outside the state. 
(Erlison C<-,.13. forn.i.a Stores, Jnc. v. f-1cCo) qan, supra, 30 Cal. 2d at 
481:-f-'l'~':'s~ nri ncioles have -Eeen :rciif:Tfrn;ed rn:---jf!ore recent cases. 
(Superio!- Cli.";.- Co. v: Franchise 'J'ax Bo<trd, GO Cal.2c1 406 [34 Cal. 
Rptr-:-.S4s·~-::;::.6 P.2d 33] (1963); iYo-.:;-;:;I1-1J-:IJ Oil Co:cp. v. Franchise 
Tn.x Doar . .:. 1 60 Cal.2c1 tl17 [34 Cal-.-Rp~i:.r·:-552,--386-P.2d 40] (1963) .) 
The existence of a unitary bus5ness may be established if either 
the three un5.ties or the con~cri'but.ion or dependency test is 
satisfied. (Appeal of :F'. H. Noolv1orth Co., Cal. St. Bd. of F.qua.l., 
July 31, 1972-:)----------------
In a~dition to the judicial tests, the department has Rdopted 
regulations under t~e Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes 
Act (!='.2-qs. 25120-25239), l'lhich incorporate the unitary concept. 
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\'edfication f -:-=..:. :=-rovi 
--·--···-
Follmving ~:: :ur compilation of yow· State's cot·pol·ate income tax provisions 
affecting mu1t~J7~sdictiona1 corporl.ltions. Plc<.~:.e reviC\'J these provisions for 
acc1Jn1cy.· na;~= =•~:j corrections on each sheet illJ!ttedivtely uelov1 the listed 




CORPORATE INCOME TAX ECTING 
MULTIJURISDICTICNAL CORPORATIONS 
I. Jurisdic~~o~~l Tes 
Class of out-of-State corporations 
Foreign corporations including 
banks and ot~er financial 
institutions (excise tax). 
Forei gr. corporations i~e±~El3:R'j 
-bnft!ts- and other financial 




Statutory rules defining 
circumstances in which State 
may assert jurisdiction to tax 
Doing business in State. 
Deriving 
Reeeipt:4income from 
sources within State. 
Certain general corporations 
vrhich engage in limited 
activities may be exe~pt 
under Sec_ 23101~5 R&'I'C. 
Financial corporat 
engage in limited 
may pay an annual fee as 
provided by Sees. 191(d) 









IL Division of T2~ Base Provision 
Cl uss of 



























ri ate, the 
combined in-





income of banks 
is business 
income, there 





































' ·, ·,, 
'· \ 













A p p o t' t i o n 111 c n t 







UDITP/\ ru1 es 
apply for 
srecific nllo-
cat.ion of non· 
h us i ness i nc ornr.. 





* Under California case authorities, most dividend income and gain 
or loss on the disposition of stock is nonbusiness income allocable 
to the co~~ercial domicile. UDITPA rules are otherdise follo~1ed 
for determination of business and nonbusiness income. 









' ~ 11KS anu 
ether . ,· ~ , .cinanc.a· 
insti :ions. 
Nume!ra r of 
UDITP/\ rul cs 
apply fo1· 
de fi ni ti on and 
as s i g nn\c n t o f 




in applying them 







con:pani es and a 
number of others. 












--~~··---~·-- .. - __ .. --·----·------.,--------·-·---·-··--·--·---~.~~-·--····-r-·----·-----~-·-·----·--·--····----·-c;; .. C""--··--·---,:' +---
/ 
Calculatia~ -- Base 
Cl.3ss of c:-::,:-a 
Domestic ~~= ~~reign corporations 
includin~ ~xs and other financial 
ins tut~:~E (excise tax). 
Domestic 20c foreign corporations 
including j2~~s and other financial 




Calculution of x base 
State defined b2se. 
State defined .base-






may enter a 
are many important 
Whatever 
pricing represents a means 
sidiaries in countries 
entities to more 
division 
under 
T Throughout this Note the term "intercompany transfer" will refer to trans-
actions in goods or .services between commonly controlled, but separately incorpo-
rated components of a MNC; intercompany contributions or equity capital are not 
indudt>d in this definition. 
11 Assume, for example, a subsidiary in Country A, a country 
with high corporate income taxes, and a commonly-controlled distribution sub-
sidiary in Country B, a country with lower taxes; Country jurisdiction to 
tax the prof1ts earned by the subsidiary Country B. The manufacturer might 
sell its products to the distributor at cost, allowing the distributor to mark up and 
distribute the goods at an abnormally manufacturing sub-
sidiary will realize no profit on transaction, and the distributor will realize 
more income than if it had been dealing with an independent manufacturer. The 
net result of this transaction is that Country A will be unable to collect any tax on 
the income rmxlun·d by the sale or goods manur:u:tured within its own borders, and 
Country B will he able to tax, at its comparatively lower rates, the cntirc net income 
realized from the sale of the product. 
• See pp. nr?-11/ infra. 
HI Su Ritter, Gmcral Rt'porl, 6ob C.~lUUS DE DROIT FISCAL brn:RNATIONAL 
I/sJ-1/55 (1975); Surrey & Tillinghast, Gmual s6b CAlllUS m: DROIT 




ingly ied to 
While 
cliffcrcnn:s 
1967). But see W. Braun Co. v. Commission~:r, J')6 F.2d 
161 nl Cir. 1')68). 
I" a 
m:wipulation, nol :tll JvfNC's 
of fears 
!\.Hio:>:,\1.. Rrsuuru REI'. 65-7, SoLV!"f!i hTERN!ITfO:-<AL 
{ :qr,5); J. Cwow:-t, TAXATION ANn MuLTL"fiiTlONAL 1•.''<-n''""" 
'" Su Sunry & Tillinghast, wpra w, at I/7-I/10. 
2 8 




separate entity is 
il.!l affiliates in 
for. See Mus-
supra note 10, at 







must thcn:·forc be cl 
come is not 
i\1 N C earns a 
The 
first instance, on 
structure of l\1NC's 
whether arm's 
it split,70 or by 
charged in 
or discounts 





18 It is doubtlessly true that if there were typically few or no signif1cant fmancial 
interrelationships or interdependencies MNC components, there would be 
much less need for centralized control by MNC parents, especially given the per-
ceived adv:mta>:cs of decentralized management systems. See generally M. 
BROOKE & H. Runu:as, supra note 68-124. 
"'Sa Ludwig, mpra note 14, I/68. Similarly, under a unitary entity view, 
no indiddual component of a MNC may have a true prof1t .if other parts of the 
M:-JC han: o\cr:-~11 lo,;cs <"'tcrctling the amount of the profit. See id. 
20 Sa, e.g., r\at Harrison Associates, Inc., 42 T.C. 6ox, 621-n (1964), acqui-
esud in, 1965--2 Cn"L HULL. s. 
•• St·c Surrey & Tillinghast: mpm note 10, at I/u-!/IJ. One can speculate that 
tlw prcfcn'ncc for transfer price review is due to the perception that companies 
typically U:trgain in terms of prices not Oll a division of prOfitS. 
22 This inclu<l"' the combined net income of an entire group o! MNC subsidiar-
ies and the p;ucut, with intercompany income omitted. 
•J Su Musgrave, supra note 1 r, at 398-!)9. 
•• See id. at 400-<H. 
2 0 
l.R.C. 
labor. See, e.g., J. RolliNSON, 
(1933), discussed in C. FERCUSON, 
lUI See Musgrave, supra note 
would include a payroll factor rer)resenll!l<!! 
tures in each country. Cf. SPECIAL ""'"'''ncM 
CoKME!lCE o:r TilE HousE 
COMMERCE, H.R. REP. 
payroil element in state 
111 "Property" includes 
contributes property 
real depredation of 
assets such as land) 
this would be extremely 
(such as historical 
u, at 401. 
4 
I 
I 20R lf,IRV.HW LAW JU•;I'/EII' :I 20l 
. ' s1 m a 
countrip:-; may claim 
the 
separate ur 
cvaluaterl on the basis of 
the choice of 




tion and for fair 
criteria include: ( r) No 
Conduct: Any should 
necessary from a revenue collection 
conduct n1otivatcd by tax avoidance. 
( 2) Tax Neutrality: Absent explicit non-revenue reasons for the 
creation of incentives or for overseas by 
its nationals or for domestic foreigners, a govern-
ment should not enact rules which cause unintended differences in 
at or 32 (3) 
government deter-
on a member an 
expecta-
31 See id. at 4oo-ox & n.I5. This type of formula, known as a "Massachu-
setts " is used to make allocations of income for stale income tax pur-
poses. See p. 1124 infra. 
It should be noted that the economic for !his theory becomes more at-
tenuated as one moves from i1Komc earned from sales of goods produced by com-
bining se\ cral f~ctors of production to earned by performances of services, 
or to pas,i,·c imT~tment income not earned as part of an active !radc or business. 
For example, in the ca~c of a landlord owning only one piece of real estate, the 
geographic source of income earned from the rental oi the real property would 
s.-em lo '"' thl' situs of the land. H the real estate were swldcnly acquired by a 
manu far! uring co• poration located in another country, but left otherwise un-
changctl except for the change in ownership, it would be anomalous if the presence 
of the anplirin>: < ompanr's payrolls, sales and properties located elsewhere were 
allowed to affect the source of the rcnt:il income. 
32 Src BisdH'l, Tax :lllocalirms Conami11g lnler-Compawy Pricing Transactions 
i>1 Forrili" Operations: A Rct~ppraisal, lJ V.\. J. J:.IT'L L. 490, S0<.)-'10 ( 1973). 
~ 3 The co<!s oi cnforccmcnt and compliance should not be e:tccssive when com-
p.urd to the additional rcHnUt'S produced on audit. 
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is not what income arm's 
income properly is 
corporal ions as its true net income 
duces . 
. 162 F.1d at 2 q (emphasis added). 
Af!cr stating the question in the same 
tary entity theory, the taxpayer 
rather !han the intercompany 
Ninth Circuit rejected this test in 
regulation." ld. at 2r4. Thus, Oil 
IV :I 202 
produced, but what 
the two commonly controlled 
of what uuh performs or pro-
would a proponent of the unl-
of return manufacturing, 
and reasonable. The 
arm's test is statutorily Furthermore, the taxpayer's failure to 
adduce evidence of the division of profits, supported economic arguments that 
the division was justifial.lle, that Oil Base not necessarily a rejection 
of the unitary entity theory when 
markups, or discounts, 
division of pretax 
Circuit, however, no authority 
quircd by the statute. Indeed, 
verse was 
to a § 48 2 reallocation 
468 F.2d at SoB. In a 
that the holding was based on 
at 8o8-o9. The Fifth 
failure 
!o explicitly set forth standards by of the profit division 
w~s judged. Su Rischel, supra Finally, if Lufkin correct 
that some compari,on with third is s!alutorily required, the safe-
haven rules established in the regul:~!ions determining arm's length interest, 
rental and scrdcc charges, see Treas. Reg. § I4!!2-2(a) to (c), would seem to be 
invalid, their innlidity, ho.wever, has never seriously been suggested. 
311 Two cases decided prior the promulgation of the current regula-
tions suggested !'hat an acceptable intercompany price may be something other 
than arm's lcn;:t!1. Su. Frank Canadian Corp., JOB F.zd po, 528 
( 9!h Cir. 1962) ("reasonable since arm's length standard is 
not the .sole appropriate standard true taxable income of a con-
trolled t:n:paycr) ; f'olak 's Frutal 2 I T.C. 953, 976 ( r954), acquiesced 





l95J). The l<)6S regulation retained 
"Sec Tn•as. R<'g. § L4o<-l (b) 
~ 2 Trcas. Reg. § .41!1-1 (J 
fa]ny kind o£ enforceable, 
of scn·icl's, 
:such fu.u:l ions, 
ch:u~l'd on these 
Su Tn·as. Rq:~. 
arm's lcngl h 
below arm's length 
is to facilitate 
L4lb-2(e}( 1 }(h·). 
I.R.C. 
(1945), r101HJCI[IIi· 





to I rander priers 






/i,INFAIW LAW I' J EIV :1102 
111 Su M. DUERR, TAX ALLOCATIONS ANil lNTt:RNATlONAL BUSINESS 65 {Con-
fen~ncc Board Study, 1972). 
"
2 Bulk sales of surplus production 
excess manufacturing capacity. As long 
of producing the surplus (the additional variable recovered in the 
foreign market, the producer will increase his running his plant at an 
efficient level of output, selling a profit maximizing at home, and selling 
the surplus in bulk overseas. Usc this form of price discrimination. 
See generally C. FERGUSON, supra note ; F. Scuuu, mpra note 64, 
at 258-59. Surh plicc discrimination is not always prohibit!'<~ by law, e.g., when 
the surplus 1:ood~ and the good~ sold domestically are not ol like grade and quality. 
"~ Treas. Hcg. § L<jll2-2(c)(r)(i) (1968) docs stale, however, that "[s]ince 
unrdalcd Jurlits normally sril at a arm's length price normally 
invoivcs a prollt to the seller." 
... Su Kamkr, supra note 36, at 26. 
•u See id., dling by analogy Trca!t. R<'r,. (a) 1968) cj. 
Eli Lilly & Co. v. Unii<'d Stall'S, 372 F.2d 990, 997-91'. (CL Cl. 1967) (taxpayer's 
marginal pridng defense in § 482 case n:~jc,·tcd b<'c;wsc cha!lcngcd intercompany 
transfers were not comparable !o bulk sales which were made to unrelated parties, 








the opinion suggests 
foreign corporation such 
n:levant to the in~ 
crosses the tbn:shold 

group's 
tax to a Su 
Corporate Groups, 25 TAX L. REV. 171, 197 
109 Su Miller, mpra note 106, at no, 
I HI UNlFUlU! DlV!SIO~ Ol'' INCOME 
as UNU'O!IM AcT}. The Uniform Act 
which is r~pportioncd according to 
ld. u fj-l[. 
TAX Coor. n 
may violate due process 
ovcrindusive 
Rees' Sons North Carolina, 283 U.S. UJ 
20:! 
upon which it must pay a 
Business Concept and Affiliated 
AcT [hereinafter 
oi a single taxpayer 
properties, payrolls and 
for apportionment 
the state. See Hans 





DEDUCTlON!I FROM FOUIGN INCOME, PROPOSALS FO!< 
ALLOCATION O"f DEDUCTIONS BETWEEN AND 1974), 
reprinted in TAX L. Rtv. 1974) [hereinafter as PaoPOSAL!! FOil: IH-
novtM!:NT]; of the Propoud Regs Allocation and Appor-
tionmellt o/ DuiucUcms, 39 TAx. 272 (1973) Miller, Henderson & 
Methods o/ Allocating Deductions Between Foreign tmd Income -A Panel 
Discunion of Propo:u:d Regtdatienu Stcticm x.IJ6t-8, lsstJed on June z8, 1973, 
N.Y.U. 320 lnsT. ON Fw. T.u. I'l.JJ (1914) [hereinafter cited liS N.Y.U. J2D 
iNST.J. 
no See Jltl INs·L, supra 
121 See Proposed Treas. Reg. § 
note 119, 1/2. Bul sn N.Y.U. lNsT., 
"' Treas. Reg. .861-8, T.D. 6258, 1951-1 
10 ~ ld. § .81'n-8(a). This method is known "gro.v-to-gross" allocation. A 
parf'nt's \li:w:nd:.hip services, which duplir:th' ordinarily by the 
.subsidi:uy for itself, anri arc rendered prim:1rily for the benefrt of the parent, 
need not be rcirnbursed by the subsidiary under § 4lh. See Treas. Reg. I 1-482-2 
(l) (1968). Since !here will be no income from service:~. against which the 
parent can dcfmitcly alloc:~te its stewardship be deducted 
against another type of income bearing a iactu:tl relationship 
expenditure, such as dividends from the subsidiary. 


























































property imported a 
for transshipment out of 
invalid under the commerce 
by discriminating ar:,<:uu,,:>< 
The constitutional 
overcome by judicially 
state goods; there was no 
the Legislature would 
judicial attempt to 
requirement of art XIII, § 2, 
exemptions be approved ~y a vote of two-thirds 
CouNSEL 
John Larson, County Counsel, 
County Counsel, for Defendants and 
Baker, Ancel & Redmond, 
Loeb & Loeb, 
Henning for and ..,.,,.,;;,v-.,uu 
OPINION 
POTI'ER., Acting P. J.-These '-V'J'"v'L'"'""'"""' 
judgments in two 
Inc., and Formosa 
artd Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
valorem taxes paid under 
the benefit of 
Long in the Sears case, taxes 
of defendants County of Los Angeles and City of Compton, 
each case being the situs of the goods 
In both cases, the tax involved was ad 
tangible personal property in of plaintiffs 
warehouses in Los Angeles County on the tax lien dates. Such property 
had been manufactured outside the United States and brought to this 
state by the pl<iintiffs as importers. 































article XIII, sedion 2 of 
two-thirds of the each 









[2711 JMSS, &. GR!<:1TON, 
J,imited, l'llf. in 
v. 
STATE ~L\X CO\DHSSfOX. 
{See S. C. ed. 271--28.5.) 
2\fr. Jnstire Sanford 

















other~ broke e\·en, 





corpora! ions mcnt peru·ntage. 
3 4 

the Edison Stores case.2 
The second reason for attention 
to the point as to the source of 
for the combined repo1t i> to make clear 
that the fact that the Uniform ,>\ct doe.s 
HOt >pecifically e it comtitute> no 
barrier to its adoption by the :'\fulti>tate 
Commission :md the various mem-
Because of its it should 
th:H the combined report 
i$ not the same as a cousolhlated retnrn, 
and does not in any way result in the tax-
of one on or measun:d by 
the income of Actually the com-
bined report is not a tax :re!Urn, hut con-
in the nature of an in-
return. Notwirhstamling its 
doing hu<iness in 
taxed on or measured 
its own income from 'ources with-
in the state. However, if the 
doing business in the state is a member of 
an affiliated group conducting a business 
within and without the state, then imtead 
of the income attrilwtahle to 
the state on the basis o£ the corp•xation's 
hooks of account, which may refl~ct tlH~ 
of a small segment of the 
is made with 
reference to the income from the entire 
business as would be done if the bmi-
ness had bel'n conducted one entity. 
3. Not uncommonly, two or more 
of an affiliated gmup of corpo-
rations may husine~s in the tax-
such ca;es, after the 
of the income from the entire business 
which attributable to the state 
is determined, such amount must be fur-
ther between the corpora-
tions business within the 
state. This can be done 
three-factor formula taking into account 
the of each factor \\'hich are 
attributable to the 
for interest, over-
other items, are eliminated or di;;.. 
this respect, they are treated 
in the same manner as inter-division 
of a corporation in cases 
where the formula method is employed. 
5. Th.e arise~ 
"'''"'·hc•r the income of corporation~ for-
the U. S. should be included in 
the combined report. The answer is an 
e!Ylphatic "ye;;." Tile apportionment 
should be nwde to eJth 
state a portion of the income from the 
entire business of whether the 
bminess is COIH!uued between l"'O or 
more states of the U.S,, or 
the business. It is immaterial whether 
su(,h are 
the laws of one of the state~ of 
or under the laws of a cotl!Ht-y.:l 
also often arise> as 
i' in the income of 
a corporation to be included in a com-
bined report. The rule in California is 
be 
will be included. Common 
mud1 as of 
stock is not suffi-
cient for this purpose. 
7. A most controversial ma uer is: 
the income from what bu5ine:,:,e:; should 
he combined? Should the combined-re-
port procedure be confined to 
l:JLr>ine~"'"? Or, should the income from 
all 
men's clothing. 
and sells various 
from all of these somewhat similar but 
somewhat is coni-
same 
even though each 
by a separate but 
poration. This, however, does not an-




ened over the years. 
The author 
the concept of a 
and broad· 
business as one m which there n a re-
btionship of "dependency and contrilm-
tion between the of the hu,i· 
!l Znle~Sal-em. Inc. V, '1'ax Comm., z:n On,•. 
261, 391 P.2<l 601 (1%1) 
3 See Bal(B. Hrttcliff & Grr'/ !IJit v State Taz Cotnm .• 
2ni;i U.S. 271 (1:•21), fnr an in~tancc wlkrv f,)r-
mula v.as. applied to 
4 In fact. such H. policy rnun"' cL><;t'>}y conforms to 
the unJ~rs.t:mding of th,..- .:lr:tft<?rs of the Unirorm 
Act. During tht> ft()Or dt_•bntf"S on the Act. Pr('ife..,snr 
316 
lH::,~ 




Franrhise T;lx, Board, 
·Moreover, such a 
the 
attention to various element~ of 
tion and howev~r, it wants 
certain activities ro be dealt with sep-
such element:; will concealed 
cases may not be discov-
Commission, as 





tionment by usinjf mu~~ration invohifiK' i\ tom-
pany which rnanufactu~J lni::.kt>t..-4, tnh!es.. 
anti tabl~ 
:1t: <tVPortl~•n.o.d by 
a singl~ ifnmu.Ja .Act. Pro,·eu!iup.-J in. 






of the )fulti;;;tnte- 'l'::n: Commission that 
for ilworne with rpsp»et to 
for 'l'ux Act 
E:xHIBIT 22 
320 
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